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Introduction

In

1983, a financial journalist predicted,

"the

thrust

for joint

ventures, that

preference for the bland atmosphere of cooperation over the bracing economic climate of

competition,

is

bound

night follows day,

it

two decades

nearly

international trade

to gather force

is

and become the dominant global trend. Sure as

destined to encompass every area of

later, this

and foreign

prediction has

become

direct investment, joint ventures

most businesses are confronted with the option

Once

a strategy has

a reality.

human

endeavor."'

Driven by the increase

venture should take. "Entering into a joint venture

may

in

have proliferated. Today,

to enter the international

been chosen, the next crucial question

Now,

that arises is

market place.

what form the

often be the best strategy.""

This thesis will be focused on two markets: France and the United States.

Although these markets are competitive

needed
major

in

order to achieve a successful venture.

issues.

France?

in several areas,

First,

how can

an

sometimes some cooperation

The focus of

Amencan company,

this thesis will

be two

with a French partner, venture

in

And, second, how can a French company "invade" the U.S. market, with the

help of a local

company?

See Robert Pritchard, The Ins and Outs of Joint Ventures, 9 I.C.C.L.R. 303 (1997) (quoting Alan
Abelson. in his column "Up and Down Wall Street." Barron's Financial Weekly, February 21, 1983, p.l).
^
Peter D. Ehrenhaft, International Joint Ventures: Setting Them Up. Taking Them Apart. SE 06 ALI'

AS A.

is

309-311 (1999).

Settling

on a definition of a

venture" has been difficult for the legal

"joint

community. Black's

Law

of a jomt venture."'

A

engaged

undertaking of a particular transaction for mutual

in the joint

second definition
[A]n

is

joint venture

given

association

Dictionary, relying on the junsprudence, gives two definitions

in

Russel

v.

of persons

community of

profit.""*

The

Klein^:

companies jointly undertaking some

or

commercial enterpnse, generally
requires a

"a legal entity in the nature of a partnership

is

all

contribute assets and share nsks.

interest in the

It

performance of the subject matter,

a right to direct and govern the policy in connection therewith, and duty,

which

may

be altered by agreement,

Additionally, the Virginia

to share both in profit

Supreme court has

and

losses.^

said, "a joint venture is established

by contract, expressed or implied, where two or more persons jointly undertake a specific
business enterprise for profit, with each to share in the profits or losses and each to have a

voice in the control management."^

Even though

all

significant differences,

these definitions

making

it

have some

similarities,

they also contain

difficult to appreciate the real nature of a joint venture.

Thus, some precision must be added:
*

A

joint venture can take different legal forms, either contractual or corporate.

contractual or non-equity joint venture

-

"
'

is

structured as a contract between

two existing

See Black's Law Dictionary 839 (6th ed. 1990).
Tex-co Grain Co v. Happy Wheat growers. Inc., 542 S.W.2d 934, 936 (Tex. Civ. App. 1976).
Russel V. Klein, 33 111. App. 3d 1(X)5. 339 N.E.2d 510 (111. App. Ct. 1975).

^

See

'

Smith. Adm'r

id. at

512.
v.

Grenadier, 203 Va. 740, 744, 127 S.E.2d 107,

1

10 (Va. 1962).

A

3

companies; no new entity

is

through the means of a separate
*

A joint

may

venture

new

corporate or equity joint venture

entity,

is

carried out

such as a corporation or a partnership.

be intended to be temporary or of an indefinite duration. Normally,

ventures

corporate joint

A

created.

tend

be

to

created

for

an

indefinite

duration,

whereas

contractual joint ventures are usually temporary.

*

A

joint venture, in order to be successful, has to be controlled

rather than only one party.

Even

if

participant, there cannot be absolute

*

A

joint venture

may

A

joint venture implies a small

management

dominance by

be profit-oriented.

instance, in the case of a Research

*

the

is

by the joint venturers,

often entrusted in only one

that party.

However,

this

not a necessity, as, for

is

& Development Joint Venture.

number of companies

that are otherwise unrelated, or

unaffiliated to

one another.

There can be some "multipartite" joint ventures,

joint ventures

made of more

than two parties.

thesis, these

"

However,

to

narrow the focus of

multipartite" joint ventures will not be dealt with.

made from two

the joint ventures

that

The

is,

this

thesis concerns

corporations, one from the United States, the other

from France, with one of them deciding

to venture in the foreign

market (either France

or the United States), with the help of a local partner.

To sum

up,

this

thesis

is

concerned with the association of two separate

independent corporations in a business enterprise, over the management of which they
exercised

may

common

control.

The venture may or may not be profit-onented and may or

not be carried out through the

means of

either temporarily or of indefinite duration.

a corporation.

It

may

be intended to be

Chapter 2

The

Companies around

Joint Venture: a Strategic Vehicle

the world are increasingly confronted with problems related to

French and United States corporations, among others, are thus urged

globalization.

find answers to the challenge of a global

answer, but

An

it

may sometimes

economy. Creating a

joint venture

is

just

to

one

be the best, most appropriated one.

international joint venture can be created for a variety of reasons and for very

different purposes.

Most, however, are

bom

out of unique circumstances and represent

an organizational form of achieving economic objectives that the partners could not

normally achieve by acting alone. But, why, then, would a party choose a joint venture?

A. The Joint Venture

1.

The

:

a

Way

to Enter a Foreign Market.

Joint Venture Is a Better Solution in

Companson With The Other

Alternatives

Available.

The choice of

a joint venture

is

based on two considerations: the

partners and the consideration of the alternatives.

to enter a foreign

presence

in that

First,

will of the

French or U.S. corporations

that

wish

market can choose between three principal ways of establishing a

marketplace.

entering into a foreign market can be done through a licensing agreement.

See Ehrenhatt, supra note

2, at 31 1-315.

The venturing

party can grant a license to a local entity, in the foreign country, to

manufacture the goods for local

and the licensor-seller

will not

sale.

This solution

become involved

likely to be the least

is

problems.

in local

expensive one,

However,

the seller

cannot hope to make substantial profits or to gain a significant presence on the other
market.

As

attractive:

a consequence,

prefer to choose another route that

granting a license through a joint venture.

between the licenser
in

many companies

in

country

A

An agreement

more

is

can be reached

France or the United States) and a local business

(either

country B, for the creation of a joint venture. In country B, the relationship between the

two partners can be managed by a simple
between them.

This

new

contract, or a

entity will

become

may want

to export

new

entity can be created

the licensee and will be in charge of the

production.

Second, a company

goods directly from
distributors.

own country

company

will

to a foreign country.

have

to

However, relying on these

commitment than with

who

is

can ship the

the

first

option.

understand some of the market problems and

distribution arrangements

or viable. Thus, a joint venture to distribute the goods

having a partner

It

for sale in the foreign market through established

In such a case, there is a greater

Also, the exporting

personalities.

its

goods

may

may

not be sufficient

appear as a necessity, because

familiar with the local distribution network can

make

things

easier.

Third, a

company

that intends to

expand

its

business into a foreign market has the

option of investing directly for the local production of these goods for the mere sale of
the product locally, or for both production and sale.

production and/or sale and/or risks will be

made with

In

any case, a contract

a local party.

to share

The problems faced

6

by the venturing company
venture.

For

will be

almost identical to those faced when creating a jomt

However, some problems and nsks may be reduced by creating

that purpose, the parties will create

some means

to facilitate an

a joint venture.

on-gomg poolmg

exchange of resources, either by concluding a contract or by creating a new
also possible that

two

their compatibility.

joint venture

which

may contemplate

parties

entity.

or

It

is

merger but are somewhat uncertain of

a

Then, with a view of limiting the nsks, they decide

to enter into a

When examining

these different

will hopefully lead to a merger.

ways, the solution of the joint venture,

in regular

circumstances, often appears to be the

best one.

2.

Other Advantages.

There are other advantages which motivate parties
joint venture is a

good way

capital required to enable a

an investor

may be

financial support.

to limit the

new

investment required and the risks taken.

The

business to be competitive can often be substantial, and

incapable of proceeding alone.''

As

A

to create joint ventures.

Thus, a partner

a consequence, in addition to being a

may be needed

good way

to access a

for

new

market, a joint venture can also be an answer to some challenges of the global economy.

This type of motivation

is

sometimes referred

to as "defensive ventures."

Joint ventures are also advantageous for

nsks of operating

in a foreign,

overcoming

nationalistic prejudice.

The

unfamiliar jurisdiction, especially the challenge of coping

with political variables, can be discouraging. These risks can be better handled by a joint
venture with a compatible local partner,

'

See Pntchard, supra note
Ehrenhaft, supra note 2,

"^

1, at

at

303.

315.

who

is

familiar with "local business practices.

7

local political processes, local

government procedures,

Adequate consideration must also be given
host government's role

joint

may

venture strategy

is

local laws

and local customs.""

to the objectives of the host

government. The

be direct or indirect, but one cannot discount

its

influence.

A

often chosen by foreign parties to satisfy host government

objectives, such as increased local

employment, import

foreign exchange or technology transfer.

A

substitution, conservation of

local partner is better

equiped

about

to learn

and satisfy such objectives.
Finally, a joint venture often provides the best

strengths.'"

for

merging certain

may

financially strong party

and

between the technically superior party and a

be the solution.

Similarly,

technical strengths and a joint venture can be a

way

to

two

parties

combine

may have

interested.

This

way

different

their skills, especially

a combination appears to be essential for a project in which they both

become

skills

For instance, a company may have the technical expertise, but lacks some

financial backing; then a joint venture

when

mean

would

like to

of bringing together sufficient resources can be referred to

as "offensive ventures."'^

B. Different

Types of Joint Ventures.

Joint ventures often attract investors and venturers for

The main advantages have been described

in part

impossible, because each joint venture

bom

is

its

numerous advantages.

A; however, an exhaustive

list

out of unique circumstances.

would be
Similarly,

the types of joint ventures present, either in France or in the United States, are numerous.

" Pritchard, supra note

1, at

303.

See Klaus Langefeld - Wirth. Les Joint Ventures Internationales [International joint
VENTURES] 25-31 (GLN Joly ed. 1992).
'^

'

See Ehrenhaft, supra note

2, at 316.

However,

it

possible

is

to

define four categories that encompass

most

situations;

distribution joint ventures, production joint ventures, "special project" joint ventures and

"research and development" joint ventures.'"^

The

first

referred to as

facilitate

two types of joint ventures have some common points and

and a

The

the

traditional

A joint

venture

is

company decides

to

manufacture

created between that company,

who

local manufacturer; this joint venture is granted a license

its

ways used

to

In the case of a

goods

a foreign

in

will also be the licensor,

and becomes the licensee.

licensor and the local manufacturer will act as "co-workers, but the licensor will have

more

control over

what

is

transferred than in a typical licensor/licensee relationship."'*^

Conversely, the recipient of technology,
joint venture as

train

are

an entry by a producer or distributor into a foreign market.

production joint venture, a
market.

They

"marketing joint ventures."'"^

are generally

the

"it

may

licensee's

better assure

personnel

in

i.e.

the local manufacturer,

may

also prefer a

performance of the commitments of the licensor
exploitation,

the

use,

to

and further development of

technology."'^

In the distribution field,

two companies may wish

to collaborate

distribution agreement, such as through a joint entry into a

country

A

and a

seller in country B.

In

distribution arrangement, can be created

beyond a normal

new market by

a producer in

such a case, a joint venture, which contains a

between them. This can lead

to the

development

of a better commercial policy; the producer will have the advantage of developing and

'^

See Ruthane Kurtyka, International Joint Ventures:

PLI/Corp 241. 244 (1999).
'^
See Ehrenhaft, supra note

"

Ehrenhaft. supra note

'^W.

2, at

2, at 314.

313.

How

to

Get them From Start

to Finish,

1

132

9

controlling the conditions under which

costs related to an entry into a

reputation and

know-how of

In both distribution

also provides

government. He

a

new

market,

seller,

more

and production, the
its

on

direct

his side, will benefit

difficult to obtain for a foreigner,

from the

manner.

local partner will readily introduce the

language, the customers and the suppliers.

may have

or qualify to obtain

some

For example, "the United States, the individual

political subdivisions

have

...

assets that are

states

and

their

adopted laws discriminating against foreign ownership

communication, transportation, banking and other
is

m

such as government contracts or permits, and licenses

under local patents.

with a local national

the

also serve as a local participant in a closely regulated industry or

Moreover, he

a "prestige" field.

market. The

all

presence that can be useful when dealing with the local

local

may

products are marketed, without beanng

the supplier in a

foreigner and his goods to the

He

new

its

industries."'

often a necessity in such fields.

in

Thus, a "partnership"

Similar laws are also found

in

France.

Another type of joint venture

is

the one devoted to a special project.

category can encompass very various situations.

A

This

"special project" joint venture can be

created in order to bring together two complementary partners that will manufacture and

furnish a single installation.

limited to

in

fulfillment.

Some

joint venture

is

entered into for a specific purpose and

"special project" joint ventures

case of a joint acquisition in a foreign market or of an

market. ^^

"*

its

The

It

initial

may

such as

exploration of a foreign

can happen that a company identifies an attractive target

See Ehrenhaft, supra note

last longer,

in a foreign market,

2, at 313.

Ehrenhaft, supra note 2, at 314.
^°

See Alfred

J.

Ross.

Joint Ventures, 765

Jr.

& Erwin P. Eichman, Partnership and Joint

PLI/Comm

141, 146-147 (1998).

Ventures Agreements: Cross-Border

10

but

It

lacks a local organization to run the acquired business, or

it

needs some cooperation

with a local entity to acquire the business. In such cases, the foreign investor

may form

consortium with a local partner

A company

in

order to buy and/or operate the target.

may

also find a

may

then negotiate a joint venture with

busmess opportunity

bridge head into the foreign market.

in a foreign

some

market

in

which

it

lacks expenence.

a

It

local entrepreneur in order to establish a

"The foreign partner may identify and develop the

business relationship through a network of contracts, which

may

include a technical

agreement, a distribution agreement, an agency agreement and/or a service agreement."''

The

fourth type of joint venture can be seen as an exception, in comparison with

the three other types, insofar as

its

main purpose

Research and development joint ventures are
several sources."""

They

is

in fact a

not to enter a foreign market.

way

to "seek inspiration

are "useful for both encouraging innovation and permitting

rapid technology transfers.""^ Creating a joint venture in such a case can be a good

to limit the risks

from

way

and spread the costs of commercializing a new technology. The large

expenses and risks involved

in research

and development projects may be

significantly

reduced by several firms entering into agreements for the pursuit of research and

development
such

jointly.

common

Such agreements usually take

studies will be put to use

'-'Id.

Ehrenhaft, supra note 2,

"/^.

at

314.

at

314.

on a joint

into consideration

basis.

how

the results of

Chapter 3

The Creation

of a Joint Venture

A. Selection of a Partner.

The
market.

selection of the partner

A joint

venture

to be successful.

fill

is

the success of a joint venture in a foreign

is critical to

a sort of association that has to benefit both partners in order

Partners typically use a joint venture "to strengthen their core business,

functional gaps in the partner's respective businesses or

combine existing strong

positions in different geographic markets.""'*

"Partners with innovative strategies are

who

contribute nothing but money, the nght

almost certain to

out with partners

fall

citizenship or the right family connections.

brought the partners together
holds them together.""^^

in the

...

Joint ventures are also likely to

beginning, their joint project,

To avoid any problems,

the partners should choose each other

first

a partner

is

fail if

what

the only glue that

must be chosen wisely.

Ideally,

and then find the project together. However,

this is rarely possible.

In

any joint venture, the partners determine

certain that there

sufficient

is

achieve such objectives.

good business sense

Ross

Pritchard, supra note

^^

Ross

"The key

& Eichman, supra

"^^

between them about how

to

makes

Firms establish a joint venture only when the

note 20, at 145.

1, at

interest

and make

criterion for success is that the joint venture

for both partners.

& Eichman, supra

"

^'

commonality of

their strategic objectives

304.

note 20, at 145.

11

12

additional benefits outweigh the expected additional costs. These additional benefits only

accrue through the selection of a partner
*

Compatible

goals:

Compatibility

No

matter

party

how

is

must be willmg

partner

capable the participants

bound

can provide the "six Cs":"^
give

to

much

as

much

are,

they must be able to

work

Each party has

commentators compare

The

friction;

it

other, they will be able to

skills: the

other,

as

in

its

own

means

that

manage

it

international joint venture

a

Compatibility does not

mean however

that there

because the partners respect and appreciate each

their differences.

mechanism

choosing a partner, a firm will seek

may

vital, for the fulfillment

bring

training.

of

the

local

for pooling

skills that

its

manufacturing technology,

While

partner

Publishing Group, Isted. 1999).

it

objectives.

product

contributes

" See Yadong Luo, Entry and Cooperative Strategies
234 (Greenwood

and

requires "constant

possession of complementary assets and skills

is

any

Some

objectives.

is

one of the

major reasons for the formation and also the success of a joint venture.

considers

one

compatibility and ability to resolve problems are the

key ingredients of the relationship.

Complementary

If

to evaluate the objectives of the future partner

a joint venture with a marriage, insofar as

attention to the relationship."

*

together.

to fail.

determine whether or not they are compatible with

cannot be any

gets.

it

as possible without giving anything in return, the joint

Both sides of the joint venture should complement each
relationship.

as

one of the most important ingredients for a successful jomt venture.

out to take as

is

venture

is

each

who

in

complementary

assets.

An

When

perceives are lacking, but that

it

For instance, the foreign partner

know-how, patents and
"some

combination

of

technical

capital,

Interantional Business Expension 227-

13

management, knowledge of

the environment of the country and the market, contacts

with the government, financial institutions, local suppliers and labor unions, and

marketing capabilities.""

Commensurate
together.

The

its

initial

level of risk

needed

is

to

hold the joint venture

Risk shanng

firm could expose itself to a major failure, unless

across a consortium.

on

commensurate

risk can be financial and/or operational.

A

nowadays.

risk: a

However,

if

learns substantially

means

more than

it

often a necessity

spreads the nsks

a firm enters into a joint venture only to reduce nsks

investment, the joint venture

then discarded. Sharing risks

is

may become

that equal risk

a simple tool, to be

must be maintained.

If

used and

one partner

the other, nsks will no longer be in balance and the

venture will quickly dissolve.

have

Partners

to

examine

marketing

manufacturing,

and

financial

risks.

Analyzing manufacturing risks requires asking: What are your strategies for obtaining
products, components and so on? If you are co-producing, are both parties facilities up

Do

to task?

venture

is

you have some

attitude

skills in quality

company, what

a separate joint venture

programs, hiring strategies and so on?

smooth or stnke prone?

and

How

are your respective

do labor

relations

What image does

service policies and philosophies?

different regional markets?

-**

See

id. at

How

229.

If

the joint

compensation

compare? Are

relations

Marketing questions include: What do analyses of market

share and sale growth of the potential partner reveal?

products?

management?

What

How

close are your customer

the potential partner project in

are the market perception of the potential partner's

do the product rank

in quality,

image and pncing?

14

Finally,

regarding

the financial

financial

nsk has

strength,

nsk

be judged:

to

orientation,

How

dividend

do the partners compare
policies,

reinvestment, debt-equity ratios currency management, and so on?

potential

partner respond

shareholders of the partner?
*

to

Is

unforeseen

financial

to

Every company has

weigh the pros and cons of

he joint venture.

its

own unique

exist

relationships between the top executives

company has
management

to

take

a

when

Who

pressures?

close

look

how

are

well they can

level

come from

compatibility

practices of the potential partner.

If

owned?
their

will

impact

of management.

Peer

However, maintaining

must be established.

at

key

the

manage

and determine how they

the top

at

partners

companies centralized or decentralized?
flexible

well could the

corporate culture, and the parties have

cultural differences

Symmetry must

cooperation can be difficult

How

orientation,

the partner publicly held, pnvately held, or state

Cooperative culture: the partners have to ascertain
differences.

nsk

different countries.

in

For instance,

the

it

organizational

Each
and

should ask: Are both

not centralized, are both

and committed enough to overcome potential conflicts?

Do

management
prospective

partners use line or matrix organizations, international departments, or global product

groups?

How

compatible are customer service policies and philosophies?

Although the chemistry between corporate cultures
important thing

will

be

in

is

is

important,

the

the chemistry between both senior managers and the executives

charge of the venture.

As

and foremost, companies are people.

most

who

a U.S. executive said during an interview, "first

They

are not business and financial machines.

Consequently, the strength and success of a venture rests on the interactions of

its
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However, each

people."

alliance

is

different.

The chemistry can be based on

factors

totally unrelated with the core business of the venture.

One

of the most important set of factors to seek

complaints and problems
If the

in joint

is

mutual

come from jealousies

ventures

trust.

Most of

the

or misunderstandings.

partners trust each other, they should be able to rise above pettiness and iron out

their problems.

Commitment: each partner has

contnbute

in a similar

way

to the venture operations

Finding a partner with an equal sense of commitment

and the management.
keystone to success.

to

It is

also necessary to the realization of the other five Cs.

the partners are capable and compatible,

it is

is

the

Even

if

not very likely that the joint venture will

survive unless they are both willing to invest time, energy and resources into the

alliance.

Without

this

commitment,

help the venture to realize

commensurate

risks

its

partners' resources,

complementary or

not, cannot

Without commitment, compatible goals and

objectives.

Commitment

remain uncultivated.

counters opportunism and

fosters cooperation.

Commitment

is

environment or over a longer term.

crucial in a volatile

ventures often face environmental changes, and

commitment

device.

Moreover, inter-partner conflicts are more or

evolve.

If

may
it

is

commitment from both

partners

is

Joint

serves as a stabilizing

less inevitable as joint ventures

reasonably high, such conflicts

may

not seriously impair the profitability and stability of the joint venture. However,

low, these conflicts will

termination, of the venture.

partners

main stream

become

Dangers

activities

arise

a

pnmary

when

and growth

if

source of instability, and even

the joint venture

strategies.

or

First, the

is

not central to both

company

will not

be
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willing lo devote the time and resources necessary to the success of the venture.

Secondly, one partner can easily withdraw from the

venture,

leaving

the

other

participant "in the dust."

* Capability; before

approaching any prospective

candidate should be subjected to a ngorous

recommend
candidate.

ally, the capabilities

test.

Many

of the targeted

joint venture practitioners

establishing a team of experts to undertake a feasibility study of each

The team's composition and

the delineation of

of course, on the nature and scope of the venture.

its

investigation will depend,

However,

it

should be a multi-

functional team that includes operating managers and functional experts in finance,

legal, taxation

All

partner

and so on.

companies

may

describe

try to present

itself as

themselves

in the best possible light.

A

potential

possessing exciting technology, marvelous managers and

sales staff, penetrating distribution

what the company says about

network and so on.

itself is

not the

same

Investigations

as

may

reveal that

what the balance sheet or

independent analysts say. Therefore, the team must be prepared to undertake a tough,
critical

examination of a potential partner.

B. Choice of Business Form.

1.

Specific Legal Concerns.

One

of the pnncipal characteristics of the joint venture concept

"International joint ventures

come

in a

multitude of sizes and shapes.""

either in France or in the United States, can take the

^^

is its flexibility.

A joint

venture,

form of a partnership, a corporation,

Michael E. Hooton, Structuring and Negotiating IntemationalJoint Ventures, 27 Creighton L.Rev. 1013,

1013(1994).
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or can even be a contractual joint venture.

of the joint venture concept.

According

This flexibility

to their goals

define and organize the most appropnated structure.

is

one of the principal virtues

and needs, the partners

The choice of

the

are able to

form under which

the business will be conducted depends on several factors; however, the primary concerns

are usually tax considerations and local law issues.

Here are some of the concerns

have to be addressed dunng the planning

that

stage'^:

*

The

level of taxation:

one of the advantages of using a

fiscally transparent entity

is "to

avoid the inefficiencies resulting from unnecessary levels of taxation and the possible
difficulties in recovering foreign taxes paid through the application of foreign tax credit

rules

...

A

flow-through entity

may

permit effective tax consolidation, where

it

would

otherwise not be available."^'
*

Tax

"arbitrage": the characterization of an entity for tax purposes

jurisdiction to another.

the laws under

Thus, an entity which

is

may

differ

from one

considered a separate tax payer under

may

be viewed as a partnership for U.S. tax

depending upon the tax

treaties or local laws, the availability of an

which

it

is

organized

purposes.
*

Taxation upon

exit:

exemption from

may

capital gain tax

be available.

This

on the ultimate sale of an interest

may depend on

in the joint

venture

the structure of the joint venture or on the

junsdiction of incorporation of the holding company.
*

Capacity to borrow: the use of a contractual joint venture presents issues of legal

"^

See Christopher Smeall, Structuring International Acquisitions and Joint Venture Agreements, 676
723, 726-728 (1993).

PLI/Comm
''

See

id. at

227.

'

capBCitv lo borrcm

Hon^cvct. in pnncipte. acoonaciDal jooM vcanaeshouidbeal

ncfoojle a singk borrowiag package, with each member takiiK

its

pronu

a

subject to CTOSS-collaieraJizaiiofi and cross-defaults.
*

Opemional manen

m

numerous

ioc

Miom

do not take

OpeTabami oooBdcnooas may
partnership

would be more

the scope oc

their

Iar?e hu<>>v^N^>> \41rh mjnnemijs procfc>:'^ ^'^^^

fraditu>nall\

the tonn of a panacnhtp. %kith

ifaus

tax efficient

Motcover. cenan enoties
oc

kx^

'EcooomK baaat Groupnif ' may be jpproprme

* Liabibtv

liabihty

:>n.«

un mc

jMiincr^.

maners; but the

p> obtero

swCaMe manner with
eniit> thai

Mmtlar

eacities

m

traHpHcacy and unlimited habihty

imially a concern

jomt venture wtedi

-

c--

for partners are linked

-.-rvvi

it.*

cn^irufinKniuu ^iu

IT

pn

subsidunes

or.

if

availaMc.

t>>

makii^ use

•

uwbines bodi focal mnspwencv md himed liabihtv.

However,

^icach and

is a

can he «(W\cd other by formmg a panwr iUap

special purpose

iffshore or in the junsdytion in

>

Fi

odier junsdkrtioa. espec ial

Anodier qucflion could also be addressed: should the

>tate%

may be tmai

For msanoe. the

law.

for a

mm

pfoAt-onemed

»rtngr^|wn

•

France, fiscal

is

excepi

dKtaie the use of a corpontton, octi

operauom. by vinue

coMer. but noc one thai

some

in order to

which

it

is

10 operate (thai

narrow our purpose,

we

American panncfs organize thar venture

is.

joiai veaciae

in

france or

be oifB
in the

T

will only deal with the cases

either in France or in the

^

U

All these legal concerns have to be taken into account by the parties as the

mx>sine the mott ippmonate tntv of entiT>

\s a c onsequence, some legal problem
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will

be dealt with

legal

in the

next section; and a special section will be devoted to the "specific

problems" that can arise when creating a

joint venture

between France and the

United States.

Type of

2.

It

Entity.

should

first

be noted that there

The English term

expression "joint venture."

practices;

however, France

is

As

place in France.

in the

no proper translation

A

m

French of the

used to designate the joint venturing

is

not a total stranger to them, as

economic development.

international

is

substantial

it

favors and participates in

number of joint ventures have taken

United States, the creation of a joint venture can be realized

in

two manners:
*

By

conclusion of a simple contractual relationship; or

*

By

creation of legal entity especially for the purpose of the joint venture.

Simple Contractual Relationship.

a.

"A

contractual joint venture

the joint venturers through

is

created by a direct contractual relationship between

one or several contracts."

It

is

a "simple" contractual

cooperation between two partners pursuing similar objectives. The parties have to define

their objectives

crucial task

no

common

is

and the means

to

to

be taken to achieve them.

determine "who does what"

entity through

in a

which the partners

However, one of the most

very precise manner, because there

will be "channeled."

This

is

one of the

fundamental differences with the "corporate joint venture."

Francois de Navailles

& Philippe Derouin, Joint

Ventures

in

is

France. 444 PLI/Tax 771, 777 (1999).
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Joint venture contracts include

vanous provisions

for reaching sufficient financial

and market strength, through the pooling and supply of resources by the
cases, the nghts

most

an essential aspect.

is

It is

only

in light

of the

of their mutual obligations that the parties can assess whether or not their

totality

Even

contractual relationship will be balanced.'"'

if

contractual joint ventures are diverse

and numerous, joint venture contracts usually have some
objectives of the joint venture

The

In

and obligations of the venturers are defined within several contracts;

thus, the unity of the joint venture contracts

*

parties.

may

be.

These

maximum

ability of the parties to foresee a

problems. Because there

is

a lack of a

relationship on an on-going basis.

developments

at the outset

common

common

The

common

points,

whatever the

"^

features include:

of potential future opportunities and

entity, there is

parties

have

to

no way

to

manage

the

agree and foresee future

of their relationship.

* Provisions for an automatic modification of aspects of the contracts, especially the

financial aspects,

if

a change in

some

precise circumstances upsets the commercial

balance of the arrangements.
* Provisions addressing the balance of

power between

the joint venturers, in respect to

decisions concerning the joint venture.
* Detailed provisions

Few
this

on settlement of disputes.

international joint ventures are set

up through a contractual joint venture, but

can occur, especially when the joint venture does not include the main activities of

the venturers.

Contractual joint ventures are best suited for

'^

See LanGEFELD

^"^

See

id.,

an lis.

-

WiRTH, supra note

12, at 65-70.

when

a

common

entity

is

not

common

required because the

expenmental
*

basis.

be carried out on a short term or

to

These are a few examples of the use of a contractual jomt

Contractual jomt

ventures

used

for

specific

of independent parties

collaboration

have

activities

for

the

deals:

the

venture:'''^

example

classic

the

is

supply of products or services,

in

circumstances where they agree to share profits and losses.
* Contractual joint ventures

of efforts

processing

sometimes needed

is

data,

marketing

transportation, cash

firms

may

used for ancillary activities of the joint venturers: a synergy

in

specific

some major

plants), or for

or

other

or

services,

Then, two industrial or commercial

contracts (such as the supply of heavy

new product developments,

a contractual joint

often the first step for potential partners to present an offer in

develop a product on a joint basis.

If

the first step

usually proceed to the second step and establish a

There are no specific formalities applicable
either

management

areas,

etc.

as research, collection

collaborate through a contractual joint venture.

equipment or production
is

a specific field, such

management, insurance,

* First step of cooperation: for

venture

in

by French or U.S. law.

obligations contractually.

The

The

parties will

is

common
to

set

common

or to

successful, the parties will

entity

between them.

formation documents, prescribed
out their respective rights and

joint venture contracts usually contains, inter alia, the

following provisions:'"'
* Duration: the duration

parties'

agreement.

''

See

44-52.

^^

Seeid^i 129

id. at

n.l.

may

vary according to the purpose of the joint venture and the

*

Shanng of

obligations: individual obligations and

clearly differentiated.

are

down by

theoretically

obligations have to be

Individual obligations are respectively implemented by each

party, under each party's

specifically laid

common

own

These individual obligations must be

responsibility.

contracts.

implemented

in

Obligations for which the parties are jointly liable

common.

However, these obligations can

include those performed individually by each party, on behalf of
case, the party performing the obligation receives

*

Shanng

all

the parties: in that

compensation from the other

the results of the joint venture: the parties will agree in

Management
1)

A

structures:

two main

icind

of

management

collegiate structure of deliberation: the

known

as

coordinating

committees

representative of the parties

or

who meet

party.

what proportion the

results (profits, assets produced, etc.) of the joint venture will be divided

*

also

between them.

structures are possible:

Committee.
steering

Committees

committees.

are often

They

are

to take the necessary decisions to

accomplish the goals of the joint venture. The role of such committees has
be detailed

2)

An

to

venture contracts.

in the joint

executive structure leader.

If a

common

entity has not been set up, one of

the partners (the leader) must represent the other in dealing with third parties.

*

Settlement of litigation:

contractual

procedures and organize them
previous procedure

1) First,

2)Then,

may have

in a

in

ventures often

provide for conciliation

very precise way, sometimes successively

failed.

an attempt will be

joint

made

An example

can be:

to settle disputes before the

case of failure, before the senior

committee.

management of each

party.

when

a

23

3) Finally, in case of continued disagreement, before an expert or a court of

arbitration.

*

Termination of the venture:

Each party
during the

is

it is

an important matter of discussion between the parties.

usually not entitled to terminate the joint venture contracts "at will"

initial

fixed term.

However, each party has

the right to

end the

joint venture

contracts at any time, on the following grounds:

1)

Failure of the partners to agree on a decisive issue

2) Material breach or default under the joint venture contracts

by the other party

3) Insolvency of the other party

4)

Change

in the control

of the other party.

The main advantages of a

contractual joint venture are the following:^^

* Flexibility: the joint venturers enjoy great flexibility.

effects inherent in setting

up a separate

legal entity.

They can avoid

the restraining

Such a joint venture also allows

all

types of individual initiatives, for example, in respect of the supply of services, leases

of property or loans.

chosen by the

in the

Unites States. The same restrictions apply

parties, subject to

be

in

regard to the public policy rules of

where the contracts are performed.

Absence of predetermined
to

may

requirements of public policy both in France and

freely

the country

*

Besides, the law governing the joint venture contracts

any specific

rules,

structure, freedom: contractual joint ventures are not subject

such as sales agreements, agency agreements or loans. They are

only governed by the law of contracts. Duties and obligations of the parties can thus be
kept

'^

at a

minimum. However,

See Navailles, supra note 32,

at

777.

there are limits to this contractual freedom, due to public
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policy rules applicable in the place where the contracts are performed.

French competition rules and U.S.
Similarly, joint ventures

raise

*

problem specific

Ease of termination:

may

For instance,

laws apply to contractual joint ventures.

antitrust

concern employees, and the use of human resources can

to labor laws.^^

if

no specific duration

stipulate that the relation can

be cancelled

and reasonable notice, and without

at

may

stipulated, the joint venture contracts

is

any time by one of the

liability to

pay

parties, with

proper

damages or other

to the other party

compensation.
* Secrecy: if the parties intend

joint venture set

it,

a contractual joint venture can be far

common

up as a

However, a contractual

more

secret than a

entity.

joint venture has also

some drawbacks.

'^'^

First, the joint

venture contracts have to be very carefully drafted, as there will be no per se legal

structure to

implement them. The parties have

Then, the risks are especially high
having the appearance of a partnership,
partnership.""*''

between the

Some

parties.

third party

may

to agree

in

may

on

all

aspects from the outset.

France, where an informal cooperation,

be requalified into a "de facto created

be induced to believe that a partnership exists

Then, for reasons such as

liability,

they could be tempted to sue and

prove that an actual partnership exists, namely a "de facto created partnership."

The

qualification of a "de facto created partnership"

French law. There

is

no

The main

^'

See Navailles, supra note 32,

"*

legal

problems

not very precise under

real definition, since this type of partnership results

and circumstances related

^*

is

will

from

to each case, such as the particular actions or attitudes of

be studied
at

"societe cree de fait" in French.

778.

in part

V.

facts

two

or several persons,

if

who might

be

deemed

to be

actmg

as partners.

In order to

determine

a joint venture constitutes a "de facto created partnership", the courts will search for the

existence of the essential features of a corporate contract which are set forth under article

1832 of the French Civil Code,"^' namely:
*

The

*

The contnbutions by each party

*

The

parties' intention to

form a partnership or corporation

("affectio societatis")

intention to share profits, savings and losses.

A

"de facto created partnership" will be subject to the same taxation system as

and the "partners"

official partnerships

the partnership's debts.

"

will be indefinitely, jointly

and severally

Third parties usually introduce their claim

in

liable for

view of

this

second consequence.
Similarly, in the United States, joint venture participants should carefully guard

against creating a partnership where unintended.

'

Co-venturers, in a strictly contractual

arrangement, are traditionally jointly liable for the debts and obligations of the joint
venture, and jointly and severally liable for wrongful acts, as in a partnership. Therefore,

in

constructing a legal arrangement to

participants should,

fulfill

a business objective for a joint venture, the

where possible, avoid using the term

"joint venture," in an effort to

avoid creating the legal relationship of a joint venture.

Instead, one of the

contractual arrangements grouped under the term "strategic alliance"

is

may

many

be adopted.

It

also possible to craft an ad hoc arrangement specifically disclaiming partnership or

joint venture status.

""

Code Civil

"^

See

[C.Civ.]

MERCADAL&

"'See John

p.

art.

1832

(Fr.).

JaNIN. SOCEETES

COMMERCIALES [COMMERCIAL COMPANIES], 1305-1309 (1998).
A Practical Guide, s. 2.12 (1992).

Karalis, International Joint Ventures:
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Creation of a Legal

b.

A

crucial

Common

issue

However,

a large

number of

structure

in

case

of

an

an incorporated joint venture or an unincorporated joint

is

Contractual joint venture

venture.

most appropnate

whether the

is

international joint venture

Entity.

are

less

common

corporate joint

than

ventures.

research and development joint ventures as well as

some

commercial relationships between companies, such as the "partnership" arrangements
between

form of a contractual joint venture."^

airlines, are in the

"A

contractual joint

venture provides a vehicle for cost- or profit-sharing or both, without the parties having

to

merge or contribute

parts of their core businesses to a special purpose vehicle.

Usually, a contractual joint venture

incorporated joint

venture

is

However,

chosen for tax reasons.

is

preferable

to

a

one

contractual

for

in general,

many

"^^

an

reasons.

Incorporated joint ventures have a number of important advantages:'*^
*

The common

entity can trade in

its

own name

with third parties (within the limits

agreed upon by the joint venturers).
* In principle, the

common

entity will not be dissolved if

one of the joint venturers goes

bankrupt.
*

The common

entity

is

an ideal vehicle for future expansion:

with other entities, be listed on the Stock Exchange, or have
*

The common

entity can contract loans,

It

its

can, for example,

own

merge

subsidianes.

borrowing being guaranteed by a

lien

on

its

assets.

common

*

There

**

See Carl Svernlov, Joint Venture Revisited, 12 I.C.C.L.R. 415, 415 (1997).

"^

Wat 415.

*^

See Pritchard, supra note

is

an argument that a

1. at

305.

entity is better placed to establish

market presence

and reputation and

to

monitor and adapt

to

endunng market

* Incorporated joint ventures provide flexibility: the parties

matters from the outset.

*

They can

policies

It is

easy for jomt venturers to transfer

and. by the

However,

strategies.

same token,

An

* Incorporation can limit liability:

activities in the

same way

* If the right kind of

becomes possible

1) In

a

company

company

is

number of corporate

a

all

adoptmg

formalities will apply.

common

entity

venturers or investors.

incorporated joint venture can readily finance

its

can.

chosen, either in France or in the United States,

for the partners to contain liability with the joint venture

it

company.

France.

French

company law

compliance with an imposing
formalities

contains

unlimited

degree

high

a

and internal functions of a company.

liability

formalism

of

set of procedures, with respect to filing

companies available under French law,

a)

to decide all the

or part of their interest in the

new jomt

to bring in

do not need

easily alter the course of the venture by

new

and

force.

companies and limited

a

basic

liability

When

and

requires

and publication

considering the types of

distinction

can be made between

companies.

Unlimited Liability Companies.
French

partnerships

("societes

de

personnes",

in

French),

as

opposed

to

corporations, are basically charactenzed by the unlimited liability of the partners and the

restrictions

on

the

assignment

of

partnership

interest,

especially

to

non-partners.
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Unlimited

liability

and the Societe en

i.

companies include "ordmary partnerships" (namely the societe

Nom

CollectiO and the "societe en participation."

Ordinary Partnerships.

Under French
which

civile,"

is

civile

is

law, there are

two basic types of partnerships, namely

a civil partnership,

and the "societe en

nom

coUectif'"^^

commercial partnership and whose members have the French

a

the "societe

(SNC), which

legal

status

of

"merchants."

A

"societe civile"

commercial

may

be considered commercial

nature according to French

in

law.^''

In

if it

cames

such cases,

out activities that are

among

other obligations,

they will be subject to the accounting requirements of commercial companies, to the

jurisdiction of the

way

as

commercial courts and

French corporations. The main advantage of a "societe civile" (assuming

subject to corporate

to

its

to the corporate taxation system, in the

income

members, who

tax)

will

is its

"tax transparency:" profits

own

then be taxed for their

organization and operation of this type of partnership

is

Such

is

liability is

the unlimited liability of the

members

it is

not

and losses flow directly

share in the profits.

quite simple and can be

by one or several managers who are approved by the members.
disadvantage

same

However,

The

managed
the

main

for the debts of the "societe civile."

not joint and several, but raiher pro rata to the

amount of each

partner's

contribution to the capital.

"^
"*

See

Code Civil [C. Civ. art 1845 et seq. (Fr.).
Law No. 66-537 of July 24, 1966, art. 10-22; Decree
]

No. 67-236 of March 23, 1967, art.6-16.
Note that legal entities are regarded as commercial i) either because they are organized under one of the
commercial forms provided by law (such as a "societe anonyme," a "societe a responsabilite limitee", or a
See

""^

"societe en
activity of

nom

collectif," regardless

of the purpose) or

the purchase of property for resale,

ii)

irrespective of their form,

if

they pursue an

632 and 633 of the French Commercial Code (such as
leasing of moveable property, brokerage or commission agent activities,

commercial nature according

to Articles

manufacturing, transportation or moving).
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The

"societe en

nom

collectif"

advantages and drawbacks when used

and operate
and

to register in the

It

a French

commercial

entity that

has both

The formahties required

in a joint venture.

to

form

type of partnership are Hmited to drawing up the articles of incorporation

this

requirement.

is

There are no minimum capital

Trade and Companies Register.

also a flexible structure benefiting from "transparent" tax status (if

is

does not elect to be subject to corporate

tax).

However,

jointly and severally liable for the partnership's debts.

reciprocal trust

necessary

is

The

in this case.

it

the partners are indefinitely,

Thus, the partners' absolute

"societe en

nom

collectif cannot

make

public issues of shares, debentures or other forms of stock; and the transfer of interests in

the partnership

A

is

subject to heavy formalities.

"societe civile"

is

estate activities, especially

generally chosen as a vehicle for a joint venture for real

management and operation of

vineyards, farms, quarries) or construction activities. ^^

A

real

"societe en

be used for a joint venture between small number of partners
trust

each other completely and

The key document

who want

in the

to benefit

The

among

collateral issues.

See LaNGEFELD

" See
^^

id. at

-

WiRTH, supra note

212.

See Navailles, supra note 32,

" See

id. at

779.

each other well,

"tax transparency."^'

nom

collectif

The

articles of association

other things, the powers granted to the managers, the duration

of the partnership and a system for dispute resolution.^'

^^

who know

collectif can

partners also frequently sign a special agreement

on the operation of the venture and some
to deal with,

its

nom

case of a " societe civile" or a "societe en

are their articles of association.^"

have

from

estate assets (such as

at

780.

12, at

209-210.
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11.

The

"'Societe en Participation."'^^

As

a "de facto created partnership." the "societe en participation"

undisclosed to third parties.

en participation"
of a court.

It

A

is

normally

de facto created partnerships," a "societe

created by the will of the partners and does not result from a decision

"societe en participation" can be seen as the simplest form of partnership.

should be noted that

Aside from
flexible

"

However, unlike

is

it

if

the shareholder so desire.

the advantages of

most partnerships

the fact that the

"societe en participation"

all

structure...),

can be disclosed

in

France (tax transparency,

may

remain secret

(except to the tax authorities) appears to be the main advantages. ^^ However, the fact that

this type

of partnership can be kept secret can also becomes a drawback.

"societe en participation" does not have status as a legal entity,

more managers, who,

to third

parties,

it

is

Because a

represented by one or

appear to be the owner(s) of the assets and

therefore are liable for the partnership.^^

The

" societe en participation" is

most often used

does not want to appear officially as such, or
venture, or

when

iii)

When

ii)

the partners belong to the

i)

when one

partner cannot or

as an initial step prior to an official joint

same group of companies.

creating a "societe en participation," the principal

documents

that

must be

drafted are the articles of association and, in practice, ancillary documents, such as those

relating to loans granted the other partner.

formalities

existence

to

at the

be

followed.

time

its

^'SeeCODEClviLlC.CFV.j

"
^^

See

MercaDAL &

Seeid.Sii 1294.

articles

art.

There are no Trade and Companies Register

Accordingly, a "societe en participation" comes into
of association are executed by the parties.

1871 to 1872-2

Janin, supra note 42,

at

(Fr.).

1292.

Its profits

are
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taxed

hands of the partners,

in the

A

en participation."
and. as such,

b)

are personally liable for the debts of the "societe

en participation"

nevertheless required to

is

Interest

Grouping ("Groupement

The Economic

Interest

Grouping (EIG) was

instituted

its

EIG

is,

EIG

is

its

members and

it

minimum

may make some

means

The main

profits in the

capital requirement,

French).

It

However, the

and developing the

that are likely to facilitate or

improve the
object of an

somewhere

is

allows businesses

French commercial corporation.

to increase or

therefore a service entity.

although

all

in

which

entity status.

in principle, restricted to increasing

members (implementation of

business of

tax returns

by French Ordinance No.

to a structure

between an association and a partnership, with a legal
to cooperate together without creating a

Economique".

d'Interet

67-821 on September 23, 1967, and corresponds

purpose of an

file

regarded as a legal entity for tax purposes.

is

Economic

''societe

who

activities of

develop the

results of such business). ^^

EIG

is

normal course of

not to

its

make

business.

and the members are jointly and severally

profits

The

per

There

is

se,

no

liable for the

debts of the EIG.

An EIG

has

"transparency," too.

object.

in

many

authorities accept that

objects of an

^'^

See

is

It

Although much

economic goals

id. Hi

EIG

1311.

the

all

it

advantages

of

a

partnership

and

benefits

form tax

also a flexible structure easy to operate, with only a limited

less

complicated than a corporation,

situations.

Considenng

it

can to reach the same

the purpose of an EIG, the French tax

operates on a not-for-profit basis.

However, the

activities

are limited, and, as in any partnership, the participants have joint.

and
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several and unlimited liability for

The EIG can be
planned to

last for a

a

good

all

the debts of an EIG.

structure to use,

long penod of time and

the cooperation between the parties

if

is

is

not limited to one specific purpose or

CO

An EIG

transaction.

can also be recommended for undertakings on the same sector of

activity (or facing similar problems),

increase their efficiency by using the

An EIG

is

governed by

its

and for

same

Register,

purpose, and

may

may

or

may

(if all

in

order to

^'^

and a

An EIG must

not have capital,

issue debentures

same group,

vehicle.

Articles of Association

generally not disclosed to third parties.

Companies

entities of the

of

its

may

register with

or

may

members

which

set of by-laws,

are

Trade and

the

not be for a commercial

do

are entitled to

so).

The

Articles of Association freely determine the duration of the association, and the terms and

conditions for entry of

new members and withdrawal

cannot be forbidden or subjected to such

strict

of members. However, withdrawal

rules

that

withdrawal

is

virtually

impossible.

An EIG

is

managed by one

individuals or legal entities, and

object laid

down

in the Articles

or several manager(s),

who

bind the

of Association.

EIG
It

in all

^'^

See

id.

See

id. at

the manager(s) to the

1310-11.

members

in

be either private

businesses falling within the

must be noted

of the manager(s) are not binding on third parties, but

damages by

who may

may

case of breach.

that limits

on the powers

give rise to payment of

However,
the fact that

it

is

the

EIG

subject to

has not been a successful joint venture vehicle, mainly due to

many

of the creation and functionmg rules and formalities that

apply to French corporations (without having their advantages).^"

c)

A

Joint Corporation.

A

joint corporation

is

usually the standard form of cooperation used for joint

when

ventures of any economic significance,

special vehicle for such cooperation and

the joint venturers have agreed to create a

when

these joint ventures are to be disclosed to

the public.^'

The most common French form of commercial company with

liability is the

"Societe

The SA
have

is

to be

Anonyme" ("anonymous company")

(

limited

hereinafter called "SA").

very appropriate for an international joint venture where powers and rights

balanced equitably between the shareholders.

The "Societe a Responsabilite

Limitee" ("Limited Liability Company") (hereinafter called "SARL")
a commercial

company, with limited

liability,

but

it

has

is

a simpler

form of

some drawbacks both with

respect to joint ventures (impossibility to have different classes of shares) and with

respect to French

company law (more complicated

shares, for instance).

As
addition,

it

all

is

A SARL is

common

entities,

generally not chosen as a vehicle for a joint venture.

a corporation

is

is

independent from

well

known and

is

is

5ee Langefeld - WiRTH, supra note
Navailles. supra note 32, 780.

" See

members.

that the set of rules applicable to the

working

well.

This

set

In

12, at

211-12.

French

of rules offers additional

assurance to the joint venturers, and they are dispensed from enacting

"*

its

taxed directly.

The most important advantage
companies

formalities with respect to transfer of

new

rules.
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Although there are a
there are also

*

*

It is

*

A

of advantages

some drawbacks, such

The incorporation

minimum

lot

as:

make contnbution

special board authorization

is

minimum

capital of

FF

is

a

250.000).

of future work.

generally required in case of an

having the same directors as the "societe anonyme". which

is in

mother companies and the subsidiaries of the "societe anonyme"
*

SA. there

formalities are intncate (for instance, in case of a

of seven shareholders and a

impossible to

choosing the structure of a company,

in

SA

for any transactions

practice the case of the

itself.^'

Yearly accounts must be published and then filed with the Trade and

Company

Register.''^

* Special rules are applicable in case of "auto-controle",

directly or indirectly controls

*

The appointment of

its

own

when

i.e.

a "societe

anonyme"

shares.

a statutory auditor

is

mandatory

in a SA;^"^ in practice,

he

is

an

independent eye and can only be dismissed by a court order.
Despite

all

these disadvantages, the structure of a

respected and integrated into the French economic system;

company

its

is

well known,

advantages prevail other

these drawbacks.

A

corporation can be selected for a joint venture as the ultimate step of successful

cooperation agreements.

vehicle for actual

"
"

A common

entity in the

work earned out openly and

form of a corporation

jointly

on a day-to-day

is

the standard

basis, especially

Law No. 66-537 of July 24, 1966, art. 101 et seq.
See Decree No. 67-236 of March 23. 1967, art. 293, in case of an SA; Decree No. 67-236 of March 23,
1967, art. 44in case of an SARL.
See

i .

64

See

Law No. 66-537

of July 24, 1966.

art.

223.
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when

capital conlnbutions are required.

companies, smce an

Exchange and

is

A

is

corporation

ventures.

SA

is

"^'^

A

"societe

anonyme"

is

the

allowed to take on new shareholders, to be

able to progress independently from

also the standard

However, small-scale

form of

its

normal form for

listed

on the Stock

shareholders.

joint ventures, particularly of industrial joint

joint ventures, for

reason related to simplification and to

the lack of a public notice requirement, will usually be

formed through a contractual

joint

venture or by organizing one of the types of partnerships. For large-scale ventures, these

and a "societe anonyme"

structures are also generally unsuitable

instance,

if

two companies want

they would have to create a

common
meet

entity to

manage such

their goals half

jointly-run operation

to operate their existing plants in

common

entity to

more appropnate. For

is

France on a joint basis,

which such plants can be contributed, or a

Cooperation agreements or an

plants.

EIG would only

way, and a "societe en participation" would make no sense
is

to

be carried out openly; thus,

this

if

the

group will choose to create a

corporation.

A

corporation can also be the

companies may

know each
purpose.

like to

other better.

step towards a merger.

Before merging, two

have an "engagement period" during which they are able to get to

They may use

the

However, they may also wish

instance development and sale of a

and

first

for such purpose, they

new

may choose

to

EIG

or the "societe en participation" for such

work together

in a

given field of activity (for

product, or cooperation on an existing product)

to incorporate a

common

entity in the

form of a

corporation, to which they will contribute part of their activity or which will be in charge

of managing part of their activity.

^'

See Langefeld

-

WiRTH, supra note

12. at 25-26.
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Creating a corporation
the United States.

In the

in

France

is

a very different process

from creating one

United States, a corporation comes into existence after payment

of a nominal amount of fees and taxes and

when

the Articles of Incorporation have been

filed

and indexed by the Secretary of State or the county clerk having

even

if

a corporation exists,

certificates

numerous

it

may

dormant

lie

have been issued, since there

is

until

by a bank,

But,

generally no capital requirement. In France,

One

formalities have been accomplished.

certificate, generally issued

jurisdiction.

has been capitalized and share

it

The corporate personality of an SA

the opposite.

is

in

(or an

SARD

it

exists only after

of the documents filed must be a

attesting that a certain

minimum amount

of

money

has been deposited.

Under French

law,

corporations leave very

the

little

room

corporation requires an important

from one commercial court

amount of time

it

or

if

number of

to another,

its

to

the

creation

for the will of the shareholders.

formalities.^^

and very often

takes to register a corporation.

legal personality before

formalities are

relating

rules

registration to the

more complicated when one of

A

and functioning of

The

constitution of a

These formalities may vary

differ substantially in term of the

French corporation does not have any

Trade and Companies Register.
the shareholders

the chairman of the corporation does not have French or

EU

is

These

a foreign corporation,

citizenship. In this case,

the chairman has to obtain a trader's card.

The following
"societe

anonyme."

are the

Some

major formalities and requirements
rules are applicable to

duration of a French company, as stated in

66
^^

See
See

MeRCADAL &
infra at 82.

Janin, supra note 42.

at

its

379-402.

all

"statuts,"

that regulate the

companies.

may

French

For instance, the

be no more than ninety-nine

37

years

the

The

.

registered office of a

company,

must be placed where

stated in the status,

company's center of management and administrative services are

particularly important under French law that there be

principal establishment.

corporation by

its

Restrictions of the

All

commitments made

no question

as to the

provided

that are

Not anyone can have

on the corporation.

in the "statiits"

legal representative status.

nationals of a member-state of the European

representative of a French commercial

card.^'

In the case of a "societe

have effect only

and subscribe

to set

up a company

"The

statuts

in

is

must include,

par value;

2) the

"

legal

trader's

to prepare the "'statuts'

It

should be noted here

no longer required for the foreign investors who wish

inter alia, the

SA

form of the company, the duration,

years, the corporate

(objects) and the total capital."

article 2, the statutes of a

their

company.

are not

as

company, unless they have obtained the

third

France.

which may not exceed ninety-nine

company purpose

who

Union may not be appointed

to the capital before incorporating the

that an investment authorization

Thus, persons

anonyme," the promoters have

is

company's

between the management and the shareholders, and may not be invoked against
parties:^'^

It

on the part of the

to third parties

legal representative are considered to be binding

management powers

located.^''

must also contain,

form of the shares;

3)

name, the registered

office, the

In addition to the items required in

inter alia: 1) the

any

restrictions

number of

shares and

on transfer of shares; 4)

identity of the contributors in kind, valuation of their contributions,

and shares given as

^^

Law No. 66-537 of July 24, 1966, art.2.
*'5eeCass. ass. plen.. Dec. 21, 1990. Bull. No.l2.
™ See Law No. 66-537 of July 24, 1966, art. 49. al.5; 98, al. 2; 1 13, al.3; 124 al. 2; 255 al. 2.
^'
See infra at 87-88.
''See Law No. 66-537 of July 24, 1966. art. 77. al. 1; Decree No. 67-236 of March 23. 1967.
''^
See Law No. 66-537 of July 24. 1966, art.2.

art.

62,

al. 1

.
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consideration; 5) identity of beneficianes of special preferences, and nature of such

preferences; 6) details in the composition, operation and powers of the company's

organs; 7) provisions relating to the distnbution of the liquidation surplus; and 8) the
identity of

all

the persons

The minimum

who

signed the by-laws7"^

SA

capital of an

shares upon signature of the statuts.

by

filing

the

Entreprises."

and

statuts.

is

FRF

250,000/^ Shareholders subscnbe

Then, an application to incorporate the

documents,

other

with

into legal existence

and enjoys

legal personality

incorporation (called 'Extrait K-bis')

is

de

less flexible

and much

Formalites

to the

de

company. The company comes

on the date on which the

certificate of

issued.

four members. ^^

The

within the limits of

its

law to the shareholders

may

powers

be individuals or legal entities.

to act in all circumstances

objects and subject to the powers

in general

meetings.

dealings with third parties.

See Decree No. 67-236 of March 23. 1967, art. 55.
No. 66-537 of July 24, 1966, art. 7 1 al. 1

'^/f/atart. 89. al.l.

.

The Board of

on behalf of the company,

which are expressly reserved by

The Chairman of

the

Board implements the

decisions of the Board, acts as a managing director and represents the

" Law

Unless the

Board of directors comprises between three and twenty-

directors

directors has extensive

by a Supervisory Board. The Directorate structure

used than the Board of directors' structure.

less

statuts provide otherwise, the

'^*

made

can either be managed by a Board of directors, headed by the Chairman of

the Board, or a Directorate, controlled

is

"Centre

is

This Center sends the documents to the Companies and Trade Register

which venfies the documents and issues a number

An S A

the

SA

to their

company

in its
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There are two types of general meetings of shareholders, the ordinary general
meeting and the extraordinary general meeting7^
held

at least

once a year, within

six

months of

Ordinary general meetings must be

the closing of the accounting penod, to

approve the account of the previous accounting period.^^ Extraordinary general meetings
decide upon matters of special importance, requinng special rules of quorum and

Only

majonty.

competent

the extraordinary general meeting

to decide to increase the

company's

may

capital,

alter the statiits^^

change

its

name,

its

and

is

thus

objects or

its

duration.

Agreements between the company and one of
directors, or

its

between the company and another company

managing director

is

directly or indirectly interested,

prior approval by the board of directors.

In addition,

board members or managing
in

which a board member or

must follow a special procedure

such agreements must be submitted

to the annual ordinary general meeting, along with a special report

prepared by the

company

for

on the agreements

This procedure does not apply to ordinary

auditor.^'

transactions entered into in normal market conditions

.

Shares also carry special rights, such as a preferential nght to subscribe for
increase in capital.
*

The French Law on Commercial Companies

one or more shareholders holding

at

least

10%

provides, inter

of the capital

may

appointment of one or more auditors by the ordinary general meeting.

^'/J.

art.

Id.an. 155.al.l.

^^

Almost

all

actions require a two-third majority of the votes and a

vote.

^"LawNo. 66-537

of July 24, 1966,

art.

153,

Law No. 66-537
Law No. 66-537
Law No. 66-537
Law No. 66-537

of July 24, 1966,

art.

101 et seq.

of July 24, 1966,

art.

103

art.

225.

*-

*^
**

object to the

84

98,al.l.

^^

*'

alia:

of July 24, 1966.
of July 24, 1966,

al. I.

quorum of half of the shares

entitled to
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one or more shareholders holding
to

have an expert designated

more operations of
*

the

at least

who would

management.

one or more shareholders having

10

%

of the capital

may

be charged with submitting a report on one or

^^

at least

5%

of the capital

may

request that proposed

resolutions be included on the asenda of the shareholders meetings

2) In

The United

petition to the court

80

States.

Three different types of

entities

can be used

in the

United States

in

order to create

an incorporated joint venture.

a)

A Partnership.
The

joint venturers can use a partnership to

law offers a

set

of rules for persons

who wish

State, except Louisiana, bases its partnership

house

jointly to

their joint venture.

own and

Partnership

Every

operate a firm.

law on the Uniform Partnership Act (1914)

(UPA), or the Revised Uniform Partnership Act (1994) (RUPA). However, according

to

these statutory provisions, courts continue to provide particularized rules via ex post

adjudication.

The

formation

manifestation of consent.

of

a

partnership

requires

Under partnership law

a

statutorily

specified

rules, "the association of

two

mutual

(or

more)
QQ

persons to carry on as co-owners a business for profit creates a partnership"(UPA

*'

Id. art

226.

**W. atart. 160.
*^
See O'KELLEY
^^

s.6).

One could

& THOMPSON, CORPORATIONS AND OTHER BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS 55

(3rd ed. 1999).

believe that once the required mutual assent and joint ownership occur, a general partnership

inevitably results.

However, the partners can associates and

elect to

be governed by corporate law or

limited partnership law; but individuals cannot avoid general partnership status by giving a different label
to their relationship, if in fact there are associated as joint

owners.
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The

partnership agreement defines the scope of the partnership but should also

delineate the relationship

among

the partners. This

is critical in

the case of a

partnership, where each partner wants equal control over the operations.

symmetncal

"Many jomt

ventures provide that specific partners have the power to appoint designated joint venture

managenal personnel.

The hierarchy of

responsibilities usually

contnbuting technology

the personnel and their respective duties and

depends on each partner's contribution.

may

For instance, the partner

appoint the director of engineenng and a financial assistant,

while the partner contnbuting cash would designate the chief financial officer and an

engineenng

In case of an

assistant officer."^''

asymmetncal

should address the required disclosure of information to

may need
new

all

partner's consent, including hiring,

capital contributions or financing,

all

relationship, the agreement

the partners.''^

Several items

compensation, budgeting, authorizing

changing the joint venture scope, or long-range

planning.

The operating

losses

and some start-up expenditures flow through the

the partners can deduct these losses directly from taxable income.

generally generate losses

dunng

the

start-up

attractive to help investors alleviate their tax

penod.

A new

is

that distributions

^"^

See Karalis, supra note 43,
See id. at s.2.13.

" See
'

See

id.
id.

s.2.13.

be

'

Another

to corporate partners are tax-free.

Therefore, such a structure avoids the problem of the taxation of dividends

'^

may

burden during the capital incentive period,

from the partnership

subsidiary corporate relationship.

enterprise

Thus, a partnership

because the partnership losses pass through to the individual partners.

advantage

partners, so

in a

parent-
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However,
partners

is

a

the partner's liability for the joint venture actions

major

liable for the debts

and breach of

trust.

risk in creating a partnership.

'

within them meaning of

limited

partnership,

certificate with

UPA

must have

partnership, giving

liable for

wrongful acts

This problem can be solved by using a similar vehicle: the limited

persons to carry on as co-owners a business for

this association

partners are jointly and severally

and obligations of the venture and severally

Like a partnership, a limited partnership

partnership.

a

The

and actions of other

§6 and

at least

the

some

RUPA

profit.''"*

§202.

an association of two (or more)

In that sense,

However,

it

is

a partnership

to be a limited partnership,

one general partner and one limited partner. To create

general

basic

is

partner

has

to

execute

a

certificate

of limited

information about the partnership and then

the Secretary of State in the jurisdiction of choice.''^

file

the

Additionally,

according to limited partnership statutes, the parties have to enter into a wntten

agreement specifying many of the terms of the relationship, especially economic terms.^^

The

charactenstics of the limited partnership are

of a general partnership.

Under

somewhat

different

from those

statutory default rules, limited partners have essentially

no management power and no authority

to act as an agent for the partnership; general

partners are the active participants of the firm.^^

The

liability

of the limited partners

is

limited to their equity investment in the enterprise, unless they take part in control.
no

General partners, however, are jointly and severally

Under limited partnership

See

id. at

'^^

See

id.

See

id.

See

id.

See

id. at

norms, general partners

s.2.12 n.4.

See O'Kelley
^

default

61.

liable for the firm's obligations.

& THOMPSON, supra note 87,

at

60.

may withdraw form

the
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partnership at will. However, such a withdrawal does not necessarily

and liquidation of the limited partnership.

Under

state

Thus, even

a partnership.

partnership

and

federal

is still

if

attractive

corporate tax treatment

income

tax law, a limited partnership

one partner has an unlimited

be advantageous and

easily be modified to qualify for

it.

dissolution

'^'^

because the partners are taxed

may

tnmmer

is

normally taxed as

liability, the

at

use of a limited

only one level.

in that case,

""^'

However,

a limited partnership can

Accordingly, a limited partnership can satisfy a wider

range of tax needs than a general partnership.

An advantage

of using a limited partnership

have been used for many years, and there
obligations of the partners.

'°'

is

is that, like

expansive case law interpreting the rights and

However, partnership

corporate statutes and, as a consequence, there

Another problem

is

that general partners

corporations, limited partnerships

statutes

are not as detailed as

a greater degree of uncertainty.

is

"

can be held liable for the debts of a limited

partnership in case of a major catastrophe, such as environmental or product liability
Investors are concerned with that problem, and, therefore, they often use a

disaster.'^''

corporate intermediary (often a limited

order to shield from

liability.

liability

However,

company)

the use of a corporate intermediary can be

useless, insofar as the corporate veil can be pierced

if

hold the general partnership interest and such entity

'^

See

id. at

to serve as a general partner, in

the corporate entity

is

61.

See Nancy Lieberman, Structuring Joint Ventures, 439 PLI/Tax 1205, 1213.

'"'

See

id. Hi

1214.

^'^^

See id

at

1215.

to

not conducting other significant

100

'''See id

was formed
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business.

Moreover, investors are usually more familiar with corporate law and the

concept of limited

A

b)

104

liability.

Limited Liability

Company (LLC).

All fifty States and the Distnct of

LLC

Columbia have now adopted

statutes.

In

August 1994, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Law adopted
the

Uniform

Liability Act

(ULLCA).'°'

Like a limited partnership, a

termed

LLC

is

formed by

filing a "constitution," usually

of organization," with the secretary of State.

"articles

"^'^

LLCs

also adopt

"operating agreements," which are non-public documents, similar to a corporation's bylaws, that specify the particular rights, obligations and duties of the LLC's managers

and/or members.

The LLC
the

members'

'°^

an attractive vehicle for a joint venture, because, as in a corporation,

is

liability for the

investment, but the

LLC

is

debts and obligations of the

all

management functions

See
'"'

'"^

As

a consequence, a

LLC may

id.

ULLCA,

§§ 202, 203, 303. 404, 701. 801.
See O'Kelley & THOMPSON, supra note 87. at 62.

See

'''Seetd.
'"*
'"^

to the

See Lieberman. supra note 100, at 1215-1216.
See O'Kelley & Thompson, supra note 87. at 62.

'^^

members. They
There

is

also a

to the corporation or limited partnership:

the Articles of Organization can stipulate that the
"^'^

limited to their equity

to those of the partners in a general partnership.

second normal choice possible, more analogous

managers.

is

taxed like a partnership (single level of taxation).

Statutory rules normally assign

have power similar

LLC

LLC

should be managed by some

be managed either by members. non-
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members
unlike

or by a

Management Board

LLC

corporations.

or Committee."^' There

corporations does not apply to LLCs.

members and managers.

The

have no defined structure.

Moreover, limited

Members may

tremendous

a

is

structure

rigid

norm

liability is the

participate fully in the

flexibility;

of the

for both

management without

losing their limited liability.

The main drawback
norms

Most

are in transition.

interpreting

especially

LLC

when

to the use of a

statutes.'"

LLC

will be

handled by the courts.

As

members personally
corporate

'veil

Besides, there

case law

be uncertain,

LLC

statutes

drafting the

LLC

as the treatment of

assurance on

how

these subjects

uncertainty as to the circumstances

corporate

veil'

of the

LLC

to

hold the

members of

a

LLC

personally liable for the

LLC.

managers members of an

under the

is still

little

may

when

form whose

Federal Courts, interpreting state law, applied the traditional

liable.

The Colorado Supreme Court
that

is little

is

are involved.

a consequence,

in 'piercing the

piercing' analysis to hold the

acts/debts of the

a business

must be addressed, such

Otherwise, there

under which a Court will engage

is

and there

members or managers

critical issues

"affiliated party transactions."

LLC

case of litigation, the outcome

In

do not define such duties and obligations.

some

that the

statutes are not detailed

the fiduciary duties of

operating agreement,

is

common

LLC

were personally

law of agency,

acting on behalf of an

LLC

""See Lieberman, supra note
'"See/^. at 1218-1220.
"^ Water, Waste and Land,

held, in Water,

if

they

fail

or the identity of the

Waste and Land,

Lanham,""

liable for the obligations of the

LLC,

to disclose either the fact that they are

LLC. However,

100, at 1218.

Inc. v.

Inc. v.

Lanham. 955 P.2d 997 (Colo.

1998).

the Court specified that
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if

a third party had been doing business with an identified Colorado

could not 'pierce the
the

c)

LLC

A

veil'

of the

LLC

and hold

its

members

third party

liable for the obligations of

based simply on their status as members.

Joint Corporation.

Incorporated joint
ventures; and

among

frequently used."

'

ventures are the most

common among

Corporations offer limited

Corporate law

It is

is

liability to the

a matter of State law.

forms for persons wishing

specialized roles: directors, officers and shareholders.""^

make major

diligence and loyalty.

the

most

management.

State corporate law, both judicial and

to

own and

The archetypal corporations separate ownership and management

responsibilities.

is

partners and comprehensive

also a familiar vehicle for joint venture

statutory, provides a set of standard

Directors

international joint

international equity joint ventures, the corporate form

governance provisions.

and

LLC. such

The shareholders provide money

They

all

capital

operate a firm.

functions into three

have

distinct

and

elect

powers

directors.

policy decisions and have also the role of checking officers'
Officers execute the policies define by the board of directors and

provide day to day management.

When
important.

choosing to create a corporation, choosing the State of incorporation

Corporations incorporated in one State are recognized in the other 49 States,

but the legal rules applicable to a corporation vary from one State to another.

"^
""^

is

See Svernlov, supra note 44, at 4L5
See O'Kelley & THOMPSON, supra note 87,

at 154.

.
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Delaware

often picked as the slate of incorporation.

is

115
""

It is

the preeminent

Amencan

corporate law junsdiction; more than half of the country's largest corporations are

incorporated

because
the

its

in

that

mid- Atlantic

small

statutes are clear

and

Delaware law. which do not

context of a joint venture.

and precise statement

its

State.

Delaware

case law well adapted.

may

exist in other states,

joint

venturers

Moreover, some

articles of

attracts

be particularly significant

For instance, §202 of the Delaware corporation law

is

in the

a clean

on the transfer of secunties/stocks of

that permits restrictions

Delaware corporations."''

Another advantage

somewhat simpler and more streamlined than

cumbersome

"^

is

the

Delaware procedure

some other

in

formalities and the cost in term of fees

that

is

States.

is

free

of

Articles

of

"It's

not onerous".

Five steps have to be followed on order to create a corporation:
Preparation of the certificate of incorporation,

1

2. Its

signature and acknowledgement,

3. Its filing

with the secretary of State along with the payment of taxes and fees,

4.

The recording of

5.

An

the duplicate with the county recorder,

organization meeting.

Two

sets

of

documents

Incorporation and the by-laws.

signed

are

The

between

incorporation must contain:

"'"^

the

name and address

"' See Lieberman, supra note 100. at 1209.
"^ See O'Kelley
Thompson, supra note 87,

&

"*
'

'^

120

the

parties:

Articles are public and can be

action of a corporation's directors or shareholders."

^^'^

and

In the

the

changed only by

Delaware, the

of the corporation, the nature of

at 163.

Seeid.al 162.

Detlev

F.

Vagts, Basic Corporation

Law

certificate of

76-77 (3rd ed. 1989)

Charter amendments must be approved by a majority of the outstanding voting shares.
§ 102 Del General Corporation Law.

its

48

business and purpose, the

the

number of

number of authonzed

shares of each class of shares

the directors alone.

are not publicly filed

They

'

more

are

more than one) and

(if

limitations of the shares of such classes, and the

The by-laws

shares and the par value of such shares,

name and

the preferences and

address of the incorporators.

documents, and they can often be changed by

detailed and define precisely the relations between

the partners.

The

owned

joint ventures are privately

may want

to

certam

restrict

entities with a

of ownership

transfers

few owners.

interest.

The

Thus, they
of

certificate

incorporation or the by-laws can contain:'"" a "block sale requirement", which prohibits a

venturer,

who

decide the sale of

its

stock,

from fragmenting

his sales; or a

nsht of

first

refusal provision; or an absolute restriction on transfers for a reasonable time period.

Such

restrictions are permissible

Even

if

Delaware

is

considerations. For instance,

must

file

its

often picked as the state of incorporation, there are other

if

a

Delaware corporation

is

doing business

in

New

York,

New York

borders, even

conducting business

in

may have

law

if

provisions applicable to corporations acting

they are incorporated elsewhere.

may

another State

The

cost and nuisance of

cancel out the benefits of incorporation in

Delaware. Each situation has to be carefully examined.
After the State of incorporation

''

The

prevailing approach vests

repeal by the shareholders

is

m

the charter, and

power, nor
^^-

limit their

.

chosen, a threshold issue in determining the

amendments power

(RMBCA

in the

even then, such reservation

power

to adopt,

See Ueherman. supra note 100.

at

in the

board, subject to an overriding

§10.20; N.Y. Bus. Corp. L. §601

Section 109 vests exclusive amendments power

board

it

various documents and pay various fees in order to qualify to do business here.

Furthermore,
within

under Delaware law.

amend

shareholders, unless the

power

is

amendment

or

Delaware

reserved to the

"shall not divest the stockholders or

or repeal the by-law."

1210-1211

(MC Kinney 1086)).

members of the

49

form of the corporation

is

whether

it

will be operated as a close corporation or not.

Corporate norms meet the needs of publicly traded firms by promoting the corporation's
ability

adjust to changing circumstances

to

opportunism by minority

However,

interest.'"'

corporate governance, including direct

management by shareholders,

of directors, and shareholders' agreement, which

board of directors.
Closely
corporations.'^^

may

when

there

held

corporations

They

are

is

fundamentally

are

more intimate

number of

a small

in the business,

human

those putting in

the structure suitable.

consequence, there

is

However,

it

control.

venture: those

no or

little

who want

enterprises; there are

& Thompson, supra

See Lieberman, supra note 100,
See. e.g., Del. Code Ann. Tit. 8,

stockholders,
S.342).

The

general

no separation of the

and when these participants want

to

with no rigid division between those contributing the

capital.

For these reasons, joint venturers

liquidity for one's investment

note 87, at

may

find

As

and no check of those

who

a

in

in the joint

desire to leave.

454

at

1215-1220.

ss

341-356 (1983).
its stock, and

place restrictions on

stockholders to restrict decision-making and
'^^

participants,

statutes also recognize the informality that

mange

A
it

is

close corporation has no

more than

cannot have a public offering of

the corporation themselves {Id. at

its

thirty

stock (Id.

at

They allow

inherent to close corporation.

may operate the corporation as a partnership.
See O'Kelley & Thompson, supra note 87. at 456.

the stockholders

a

Closely held corporations are

to join the venture, as well as those

See O'Kelley

may

power of

from

different

enables the joint venturers to control the participants

'-*

it

instead of a board

Besides, no market exists for the shares of these enterprises.

'"^

125

in

'^^

be actively involved

money and

be better

flexibility

override the traditional

functions between shareholders, directors and officers.

useful

may

case of a joint venture, a closely held corporation

in

For instance, the Delaware close corporation offers greater

"

suited.

and by protecting the corporation from

s.

350-51). Besides,

50
Until the

1990s, close corporations were the pnncipal vehicle for the participants to

obtain hmited liability.

However, today, participants can

get limited liability outside of

the corporate form, especially through the use of limited liability

These new

liability partnerships.

entities also

provide the attractive pass-through tax

treatment, and they provide governance structures

What remains

for close corporations?

companies and limited

more

"It

is

suited for joint ventures.

likely that close corporations will

continue to be a key source regarding closely held enterpnses".''^

They permit

the

desired combination between limited liability, favorable tax treatment and governance

Other options require more drafting by the participants and their lawyers. Besides,

rule.

corporate law

is

more developed than other forms of

degree of certainty that
form, with

into

its

id.

attractive to joint venturers

separation of functions,

something

'" See

is

big.

is

business, and

and

it

provides a greater

their lawyers.

The corporate

easily adaptable to a business that hopes to

grow

Chapter 4

The Documentation

A. Early Documentation

The formation of
need

to organize the

agreement.

a joint venture is a

manner

They have

which they

in

to test

complicated process. Thus, the parties often
will negotiate before reaching a definite

each other and determine whether the prospects of a

successful international joint venture merit

moving forward

to the execution of definitive

agreements.'

The pre-negotiation agreements generally seek

to achieve

two objectives:

first,

they seek to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of information disclosed between

the

two possible venturers; and, second, they seek

to establish a schedule, a team,

and a

procedure for establishing further agreements.

Dunng
interest

their first meetings, the parties

and capacity

to proceed.

'^^

describe the proposed joint venture,

for each participant,

have to establish the

At the very
its

first

meeting, the proponent should

and the reason for selecting the potential partner.
set a

second meeting. At

should explore each partner's objectives, resources, contemplated

role,

See Alfred Mudge. International Joint Ventures: Drafting the Agreements, 786

(1999).
129

of mutual

objectives for the venture, the roles contemplated

fundamental problems, the parties can then

'*

level

See KaRALIS, supra note 43, s.1.47.

SI

If

this

there are

no

meeting, they

and requirements

PLI/Comm

23, 33
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for return.

The

parties should seek a mutually beneficial foundation for the joint venture.

If a sufficient

exists, the parties

with

IS

degree of harmony

may move forward and

in the objectives,

resources and requirements

negotiate an agreement.

usually a short (one page) business discussion

letter.'"'"

the parties, describe the purpose of the proposed venture,

The

This

letter

and provide

of the discussions and any preliminary information exchanged.

first

place to start

would

for confidentiality

Most

importantly,

should provide for an exclusive period of discussion. This exclusivity period

comprised between two and four months, with three months being the most
benchmark.

For a multinational company venturing abroad,

commitment from

the potential local partner that

local partner's perspective,

it

it

it

is

identify

is

it

usually

common

important to get a

will not deal with others.

From

the

can be useful to have a piece of paper showing that some

negotiations have begun.

After ascertaining their mutual interest

team has
plan.'^'

interest

to test the operational

at

the threshold meetings, the negotiating

and financial assumptions underlying the joint venture

Each partner's resources and expectations have

to be tested.

Community of

and compatibility of objectives should be continually confirmed.

At

that point,

for the discussions

it

is

helpful to have an outline of the transaction to provide a focus

and an agenda for the meetings. This document

transaction outline.'"'"

best to leave

it

"Although

unsigned.

A

this

document can be signed or

confirming cover

letter is

possible

is

usually labeled a

initialed, usually

when

it

is

the local partner

is

anxious to have something signed. The outline would typically cover the business

'^°

See Hooton, supra note 29. at 1019 (1994).
See Karalis, supra note 43. s.1.48.
'" See Hooton, supra note 29. at 1219.

'^'
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purpose of the venture..."
initial

'"'

The outhne should address operational implementation,

and future funding requirements, management and

respective

levels

responsibilities.

of ownership

In

addition,

staffing.

and the participants' basic
outline

the

should address

It

should also

the

fi.x

management nghts and
structural,

and

tax

legal,

regulatory issues and steps for implementation, as well as vanous other matters that will

be covered

As

in

greater details in the definitive joint venture agreement.

the negotiations progress,

outline or to shift to a

a useful

way

it

is

possible to expand and revise the transaction

more comprehensive memorandum of understanding. This

to bridge the

joint venture agreement

gap between a non-binding

and other agreements.'

''^

letter

is

often

of intent and the definitive

The memorandum of understanding

simply a more elaborate and detailed outline of the components of the joint venture.

is

It

typically runs several pages, outlines the basic points of agreement and contemplates the

definitive agreements to follow.

For example,

in addition to the

matters noted above,

the parties can include a proposed schedule for signing and closing, a discussion of

additional products and projects, the dividend policy of the joint venture, and a

related agreements, such as technology license or

employment agreements.'

'^'

list

of the

Significant

provisions such as arbitration, nom-competition provisions, the existence of a force

majeure provision, and representations and warranties which are particularly important
any of the joint venturers, should be identified

The memorandum can be
sign

as topics to be negotiated

signed, or remained unsigned

if

nothing before the definitive agreements are negotiated.

See id.
See Mudge, supra note 128. at 33.
'" See KaRALIS, supra note 43. s. .48.
"^ See Hooton, supra note 29. at 1020.
'

'^"*

1

and

to

finalized.

the parties decide to

Whether signed or
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memorandum

unsigned, the

enforceable.

The

'

should provide that

it

is

not contractual or otherwise legally

parties should include a disclaimer before the signatures, such as:

"The purpose of this memorandum

to

is

confinn the parties discussion to

date regarding the transactions noted above.

This

memorandum

binding on either party and creates no right or duties

Binding rights and duties

parties.

pursuant

to the joint venture

will

agreement.

in

is

not

either of the

only be created or imposed

Any precontractual

liability

for

any act or omission, or any express or implied business combination,
partnership or venture of the parties under the principles set forth

memorandum

is

Even

not legally enforceable, a

if

it

negotiations

that

agreements.

It

management.'"'''

is

expressly excluded.'"

follow.

serves

It

contains

fundamental

Those negotiating the

principles set forth in the

'

the

as

in this

memorandum

is

quite binding in the

bluepnnt for negotiating the definitive

understandings

between

the

participants'

definitive agreements will continually refer to the

memorandum.

Therefore, the

memorandum

should be carefully

negotiated, in view of the definitive agreements.

B.

Documentation Structure.

A

joint venture

is

set

up by following

resources (information, know-how, employees,
joint basis (obtaining contract, developing

See

id.

^^^

See id

'^'

See KaRALIS, supra note 43,

ai

1020-1021.
s. 1

.48.

steps:

etc.),

new

negotiation, pooling of existing

cooperation in order to expand on a

products, generating

new

clients, etc.).

^^

and, finally, actual

made

A

*

letter

The

in

common

busmess

in a particular

sector.'"^"

This process

is

possible through a set of documents that are generally the following:

of intent and/or a

joint venture

*

work

and refemng

memorandum
to a

of understanding settmg out the purpose of the

number of other documents.

documents of cooperation, namely:

actual contractual

-

A

-

Articles of Association

-

Articles of Incorporation (called 'statuts' in France)

contract \n the case of a contractual joint venture.

and Partnership Agreements,

in

case a partnership

is

created.

and Joint venture Agreements (also

called Shareholders Agreements), in case of the creation of a corporation.

Miscellaneous collateral agreements; more particularly,

*

the

form of a

common

venturers and the

These

common

in

approach.

assume

entity.

may

take

many

forms, but generally, they reflect

approach or the integrated approach. Sometimes,

a single,

However,

reflected in a

case of a joint venture in

agreements describing the relations between each joint

different agreements

either the segregated

expressed

entity,

in the

omnibus
in

number of

the

joint venture agreement.

all

documents

are

This reflects the integrated

segregated approach, the joint venture agreements are

separate of separate documents.

Hereinafter, the discussion will

most common.

In addition, the discussion will

a segregated approach,

which

is

assume the creation of a corporation, which

most

common

choice

among

is

the

is

that the provisions contained in the

international venturers.

One

of the most important things to note

Articles of Incorporation, the Shareholder

'*"

See Langefeld

-

WiRTH, supra note

Agreement and

12, at 65-70.

the other Venture agreements
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must be drafted

to avoid inconsistencies

and contradictions between and among these

mterrelated agreements.

1.

The

Articles of Incorporation.

The

Articles of Incorporation differ from the Joint venture

Agreement

as the

provisions of the Articles of Incorporation are public and binding, and can be enforced by
the courts

by requiring specific performance.

In addition, the provisions of the Joint

venture Agreement are not disclosed to the public and, thus, are not binding on third

parties

a.

and

only give

will

rise to a

claim for damages

in the

event of a breach.

In France.

When prepanng

the initial draft of the Articles of Incorporation for an

SA

adapting those of a previously existing corporation, four preliminary questions

They

are related to the provisions relating the balance of

powers and

or

arise.

rights of the joint

venturers.

The

first

question

is

whether the share capital of the 'Societe Anonyme' should be

divided into classes of shares with special rights, each class being allocated to a joint
venturer or

its

Such allocation by

group.

class appears to be the best

method

to provide

protection for minority shareholders.

Another question

is

whether or not each joint venturer should establish a company

or a partnership through which

''"

However,

this is not the

it

will

hold

its

interest in the joint venture (a 'holding

only way: a similar result can be achieved by including specific provisions

in

the Articles of Incorporation or by using the possibilities offered under French law to dissociate the voting
rights

from the pecuniary

rights

embodied

in the shares.
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company"). The answer depends on whether the
other interests in France and

whether

would

like to

Amencan joint

venturer has or will have

have them held by a French holdmg company:

third parties will be interested in the holding

company's

capital:

and possibly on

foreign tax considerations.

An
'Directoire'

important question

(Management Board) and

should be chosen.'
offering

whether the

is

more

"

This system

stability

less

Because of

entities,

hoping

this

that a

of an SA, with a

a 'Conseil de Surveillance' (Supervisory Board),

is

more cumbersome, but

and independence

to

the

assumes the day-to-day operations, subject only
Board.

common form

it

has the advantage of

Management Board, which

to the supervision of the Supervisory

advantage, some joint venturers adopt

it

for their

good Management Board may be the proper referee
However, systems of

disagreement between the partners.

freely

common

in

case of

arbitration, in case of dispute,

are usually better able to take into consideration the points of

view of

all

sides.

The

following discussion will assume a classical SA, managed by a Board of Directors.

The

fourth and final question

is

whether the procedure of special advantages

('procedure des avantages particuliers',

in

French)'

'

be

followed?

When

special

advantages, such as the allocation of classes of shares with special rights, are given to a

shareholder or a group of shareholders, and not to the other shareholders, a special

procedure takes place: the court appoints a special auditor,
a report to the shareholders.

In fact, this

advantages are granted equally to

'"•-

See

Law No. 66-537

of July 24, 1966,

all

See

Law

No. 66-537 of July 24. 1966.

will be required to submit

procedure can be avoided when the special

shareholders at the time the corporation

art

1

18 to 150; Decree No. 67-236 of

119.
"•^

who

art.

193.

March

is

created.

23, 1967, art

96

to
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or

when such advantages

are granted to

result of a personal preference, but

any such investor able

Once

these

to

make

joint venturer after incorporation, not as a

because such advantages would have been granted

to

similar contnbutions.

preliminary

Incorporation must be drafted.

one

questions

have

been

dealt

with,

the

Articles

of

Special attention should be paid to the provisions dealing

with the method and type of notice for convening each meeting of the Board of Directors

and of the shareholders.
If the

provide

who

system of different classes of shares
will be the first

owner of

is

chosen, the Articles have to clearly

the shares of each class (unless this will be

an extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders);

when

that,

done

at

a shareholder of a given

class purchases shares of another class, these are immediately converted into shares of the

former class;

that decisions that increase capital

should also provide for issues of shares

of different classes (and, likewise, any decision to issue debentures convertible into

shares);

and under what conditions the classes of shares

some

all

or

of their special rights (for instance

if

will be cancelled or will lose

a class represents less than

10%

of the

corporation's capital).

The

special rights of each class of shares

have also

generally consist of a special preemption right granted

class

first to

to the other shareholders (and then possibly

and then

for reduction of capital

to

among

They

the shareholders of a given

even

to the corporation itself

purposes); the nght to have a certain

appointed respectively form

be described.

the shareholders of each class

number of

directors

and special majority

requirements for the Board of Directors for certain decisions; the right to have the

Chairman of

the

Board (who, under French law,

is

the chief executive officer of the
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corporation)

and the general

among

appointed respectively from

managerCs)'"*"^

directors holding shares of given classes, and possible limitations of the

Chairman of

the

Board and general manager(s) (however, such limitations

binding on third parties who, when they are unaware of such limitations,

enforcement of a contract although
class of shareholders

(when

in violation

the

powers of
will not be

may

require

of such limitations); the nght for each

there are two) to appoint one of the corporate statutory

auditors (in French, 'commissaire aux comptes'); the requirement that special meetings of

shareholders of each class approve any

amendment

to the Articles of Incorporation,

and

other special important decisions; a possible pre-emtion right for the shareholders of one

class in the event of the sale of the assets of the corporation

such provision

may

not have

full effect in

upon liquidation (although

the event of sale of assets

by a court-appointed

liquidator following insolvency); the right for each share of each class to a

given) dividend, which in exceptional cases

profits of

in

one specific sector of

may

minimum

(or

be based for each class of share on the

activity of the corporation;

and a provision for

arbitration

case of dispute between shareholders with generally an amicable settlement clause.

When

drafting the articles of Incorporation,

some

rules of the

French company

law, which are part of the French public policy, must be kept in mind. Courts

rather liberal with respect to the initial organization of

However, they do not appear

shareholders.

by law

in the

power

in a

seem

corporation

to allow an increase in the

quorum

to

be

among

required

Board of Directors and shareholders meetings. They are also usually very

stnct in the enforcement of the legal rules to limit voting arrangements or to protect

'^"'

(he

The general manager

may

manager may

(in

French, 'directeur general')

is

an authorized representative of the corporation

towards third parties and enter into binding agreements on its behalf)- The general
or may not be a director. The general manager is appointed by the Board of Directors upon

represent

it
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minonty shareholders.
which are found
provisions

in

Accordingly, the unfortunate consequence

the

applicable

Articles of Incorporation

to

appointment

the

of

of

common

general

is

that

such as the

entities,

manager(s),

provisions

provisions

on

appointment of statutory auditors upon the proposal of the holders of each class of shares,

and provisions

that require special

meetings of shareholders of each class of shares when

general meetings of shareholders are called, could be challenged in a Court.

b. In

The United

Sates.

The important shareholder nghts must be included
incorporation or bylaws.

These

in the joint venture's articles

of

rights include the corporate actions reserved to the

shareholders, the frequency of general meetings, the procedures for special meetings, and

the notice,

included

quorum, proxy and voting requirements.'"*^ Important protective
in

the

shareholder

incorporations (or bylaws),

m

agreement

may

also

be

included

in

provisions'"*^

the

articles

order to place the third parties on notice and to

of

make

contrary decisions ultra vires, as well as breaches of contract.

Among the
* Classes

most significant provisions

and voting rights of stock: classes of voting and nonvoting shares can be

established.

Cumulative voting rights are important for minority shareholders wishing

to be represented

on a joint venture's board of directors. Also,

that shareholders holding specified

proposal of the Chairman of the Board.

number

See Karalis, supra note 43. s.3.12.

it

is

possible to provide

or percentage of shares of certain classes

The scope of his powers

Board of Directors.
'""
See KaraLIS. supra note 43, s.3.12.
'"*
A classic protective agreement is a restriction on
"*^

are:

is

also discussed and determined by the

transfer of stock.
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have the nght

to elect a certain

number of

directors.

* Issuance of additional stock including preemptive nghts: restnctions on the issuance of

stock after the

initial

subscnption are an important protection against the interest hold

by a minority shareholder.
*

Limitation on sale or disposition of stock: this article

disposition of issued stock.

These

restrictions

may

may

restnct the sale or other

include prohibition of transfer of

stock, rights of first refusal or buy-sell arrangements.

While such restnctions

are

usually included in the basic joint venture agreement, they should also be specified in

the articles or

*

bylaws of the company.

may

require

shareholder votes of more than a simple majority for certain corporate actions.

These

may

to the

Voting requirements for specific corporate actions: the

articles or

include: approval of acquisitions, mergers or consolidations,

articles or

bylaws, sales or pledges of corporate assets, changes

bylaws

amendments
in

corporate name,

duration, situs or business purpose, declaration of dividends, dissolution and winding

up of the company...
*

Board of

directors' composition: a

minonty shareholder may be allowed

to

nominate

and elect a designate number of directors, with a specified majority required for certain
actions.

However, tying shareholder veto

rights to

board of directors' votes

may

create

difficult conflict of interest for directors.

*

Board of

directors meetings and voting procedures:

procedures are particularly important.

frequency and voting

Also, awareness of the joint venture activities

gained through attending board meetings
without voting rights.

notice,

is

important, even to minonty shareholders

Waivers of notice and actions by written record

(in lieu

of a
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meeting) should be executed by a sufficient number of directors to be certain that

minonty

interests

are

procedures should similarly protect
*

Authority of the

full

Quorum,

represented.

mmonty

requirements

and

voting

interest.

board, committee of the board and

directors should decide issues involving

may

proxy

all

management:

the full board of

minonty veto nghts. Committees of

the board

be delegated authority for personnel, audit and other activities allowed under local

law and practices. The authority of the joint venture management

may

be contractually

proscribed by joint venture agreements or policies.
* Selection of corporate officers: the corporate

as provided

by the bylaws.

board of directors typically elects officers

Participation in electing the Chief Executive Officer

significant vehicle for minority shareholders in the operations of a venture.

shareholders

may

retain

control

financial,

Similar provisions

and other key

may

officers.

a

Minority

over the CEO's election either through requiring

affirmative votes of minority-nominated directors or

or both.

is

by providing

for contractual veto

be applicable for the chief operating, the chief

The bylaws may

also limit the authority granted to

corporate officers by narrowly defining their offices.
Articles of incorporation and bylaws also contain general provisions that

may

be

of particular interest to corporate joint venturers:
*

Business purpose of the corporation: two conceptions are possible and

conflict.

restricting

A minonty
the

stated

shareholder

may wish

to state a

may

narrow business purpose by

business purpose to the agreed scope of the joint

However, shareholders seeking more

flexibility in

enter in

venture.

changing the venture's scope may
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wish

to use a

broad business purpose

in the articles,

leaving the definition of the scope

to the joint venture agreement.

* Corporate

name.

* Nationality

and
*

and

situs of the corporation: in addition to

situs of the corporation, the articles

Duration of the corporation:

contemplate a specific penod
termination provisions,
*

may

it

in

is

may

providing the

to

nationality

provide procedures for their change.

However,

often perpetual.

which

initial

if

the

shareholders

achieve their goals, a specific duration, with

be adopted.

Deadlock, dissolution and termination of the corporation: many potential deadlock
issues, including

changes

in the

should not necessarily lead
corporation.

against

to the

termination or dissolution of the joint venture

Therefore, articles, bylaws and formative agreements should guard

premature termination

deadlocks.

venture scope, or additional financial requirements,

These

documents

or

dissolution

should

also

by establishing methods
provide

for

break

to

termination

orderly

or

dissolution of failure to break the deadlock or completion of the joint venture's

objectives.

2.

The

Joint Venture

Agreement.

As previously
structures.

described,

Similarly, there

is

no

there

are

an

unlimited

limit to the matters that

number of

can be covered

joint

in a joint

agreement. Thus, the following discussion will provide an outline of what

is

venture

venture

covered

in
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typical joint venture agreement.

There

an agreement. The order followed

Article

I.

m

more than one way

is

to order the clauses

this discussion is fairlv standard.

such

148

Definitions.

According
definitions.

Amencan

to the

These definitions

style, a transaction

will

cover the

agreement usually
the

parties,

accounting and legal terms, and the definitions that

may be

joint

starts

venture

with the

the

itself,

necessary for the termination

provisions, such as "defaulting party" and "non-defaulting party."

is

m

Among

other things,

it

important to specify that "venture agreement" can mean each of the following: the

formation agreement, the joint venture agreement, the articles of incorporation and

bylaws of the joint venture company, the supply agreement, the technology license
agreement, the Party

A

asset transfer instruments, the Party

B

asset transfer instruments,

each party guaranty, and any other agreement that the parties designate in writing as a
"venture agreement."

Article

II.

Formation and business of the joint venture company.

The purpose of
the agreement.

It is

the joint venture

find

''^

it

list

clearly

See Hooton. supra note 29,

note 30. at 733-747.

it

is

not

uncommon

for

have ambitious plans for the business.

appropnate to

the beginning

often essential to ensure both parties are clear on the scope and scale

of the joint venture' operations;

local partner, to

company should be covered near

at

one of the

parties, usually the

Therefore, the other party

may

and concisely the specific purposes of the joint venture.

1021-1033; Mudge. supra note 128,

at

39-54; Chistoper Smeall, supra
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In addition to the

general-purpose

acts,

all

similar

section,

mcorporation or the

and

descnption of the pnmary goals, the agreement should include a

one

that

can

be

added

in

the

of

articles

This section would provide for a purpose covering "any

''statuts."

things, business

the

to

and

activities that are related,

incidental, or conducive

directly or indirectly to the attainment of the business objectives set forth above, as

permitted under the applicable law of the host country."'^''

Another section of
to be

formed.

this article

As noted above,

would deal with

the type of joint venture

company

most appropriate form of business

the choice of the

a

is

function of varying factors, the most decisive one being the desired tax consequences.

This section can also cover the

Naming
the

the joint venture

two languages and
It

is

company.

may seem

name and

address of the joint venture company.

an easy task, but

it

will generally

have

to be

done

in

after a lengthy discussion.

also appropriate to include a reference to the duration of the joint venture

In general, multinationals prefer to incorporate a

term; however, under French law, the

initial

duration of the

company

for a perpetual

company cannot be more

than ninety-nine years.

A

reference to the government approvals

is

necessary before the formation of the

company can be appropnate.
This

article

would

also provide a reference to the joint venture

company's

articles

of incorporation, which are usually included as an exhibit to the joint venture agreement.

This article could also include the concept that once the joint venture

See Hooton, supra note 29,

at

1022.

Company
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has a legal existence,

it

will be required to sign the

agreement as

obligations in the joint venture agreement are obligations of the

Some

issues related to the stock of the

differentiate

Article

may

Some

III. Initial

common

most cases,

capitalization

and additional

order to

can be difficult to determine

is

initial capital

contribution, as well as the

made

at the

at the outset the

it

is

beginning of the venture.

It

may

be

usually not

However,

it

exact timing of the parties' contributions;

possible to simply reference a funding agreement that the parties will enter

into as the funding plans

become more

concrete.

This solution has the disadvantage of

leaving the timing of the contributions in the form of an agreement to agree.

may sometimes

be inevitable,

construction project.

may

to the

capital contributions.

responsibility for obtaining any debt financing the joint venture.

required that the entire investment be

solution

in

stock

although a special article usually deals with them.

appropriate to specify the timing of the partners' contributions, because

it

An

also be covered.

be helpful to have two classes of stock

This section has to cover the parties'

therefore

itself.

limitations on the transferability of the parties' interests can be

in this article,

amount and

In

because various

between the partner's voting nghts. dividend nghts or responsibilities

joint venture.

contained

it

company

company should

important provision would cover the classes of stock.

should be sufficient, although

a party,

No

one

is

if,

for instance, the joint venture contemplates a

in the joint

it

major

served by having the contributions made too early.

be to include a final contribution date

funding agreement.

However,

The

venture agreement or
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In

case the parties contemplate

preparation,

utilities, etc.),

it

is

some contnbutions

kmd

in

(land, equipment, site

important to provide for an evaluation method.

Ideally,

the in-kind contnbutions will be listed, along with their values, in an exhibit to the

agreement.

It

is

usually a good idea to include a provision requiring the parties to maintain

their relative investment in the joint venture.

governing the nghts of the parties

This should be a coupled with a provision

event one party

in the

fails to

make

proportionate

contribution in the future.

The

issue of additional contributions should also be included in

Additional funds

may

contributions or loans.

be addressed.

capital to

must

One

be obtained by having both joint venturers

The

article.

further equity

division of responsibility for putting up additional funds must

of the joint venturers

may

also be called

upon

to put

up additional

keep the company going or because local law requires that particular partner

satisfy the joint venture debts.

In case the other party fails to

contribution, the agreement should provide an adjustment

the non-contnbuting partner does not

penod of time or does
joint

make

this

make

its

make

mechanism.

a corresponding

For instance,

if

relative contribution within a certain

not reimburse the contributing partner, the equity ownership of the

venture should be adjusted to take into account the contnbuting party's additional

investment.

Article IV.

The

Management of
joint venture

the joint venture

company.

agreement should include provisions covenng the shareholder's

meetings, including the notice provisions and the voting requirements.

It

is

often
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appropriate to include a

requirements).

Where

the board.

is

The

^

list

of items which require a shareholder's vote (and the majority

joint venture

agreement has also

to deal with the matters related to

actions are to be taken by the board, as opposed to the shareholders,

necessary to ensure that the parties are represented on the board

effect to the intended

minonty

way

in a

The most common technique

protections.'^'

each party the right to appoint a certain number of the directors.

Two

would appoint

it

have decided

If the parties

directors.

Another technique

representatives,

The

who

serve

joint venture

is

to

at the

local partner

to appoint an equal

possible, in the United States, to give the

vote.

and the

three directors

number of

that gives

is

to grant

or three directors

for each party should be sufficient. For instance, if the multinational party

shareholder,

it

is

the

ma)onty

would appoint two
directors, then

Chairman a tie-breaking vote

in

is

it

case of a

tie

agree to vote to elect and maintain in office such

pleasure of the party appointing them.'^"

agreement would also provide for the frequency of the meetings

of the board, the procedure for convening a meeting, and the matters dealt with by the

board.

If

the law of the place of incorporation permits,

for the directors to vote

helpful

practice

is

to

by proxy. This
allow

may

directors

section, if

'^^

However,

control

it

in

is

mechanism

take

to

unanimously or by a majonty, depending on

The

save a

local

for the joint

lot

can be a good idea to provide

it

of long distance travels.

actions

by written

Another

consent,

law and the intentions of the

either

parties.

venture would also be included in this

not already covered in the shareholder voting section.

It is

France, the decisions that can be taken by the shareholder, along with the

appropnate

quorum and

to

the

majority requirements, and the decisions taken by the board are a matter of law and the repartition cannot

be modified.
'"'

'^"

See Chistoper Smeall, supra note 30, at 734.
However, in France, voting arrangements are prohibited, especially

venturers have to abide to French public policy: for instance, the

shareholders must have the right to dismiss the directors.

at

shareholders meetings. The joint

members of the

general meetings of
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provide a

parties

list

of matters that must be approved by a majonty vote of the directors.

want some decisions

directors with at least one director designated

Besides,

it

is

essential that

control of the joint venture, which

list

is

approved by a majonty of

"if

by each of the parties voting

in

the

one party cannot outvote the other because of

an unexpected absence of one or more of the directors.

relatively short

the

be taken by joint agreement, this result can be achieved by

to

providing that certain matters can only be undertaken

affirmative."'^"'

If

If

usually the case,

one party has the lead

appropriate to provide a

is

it

in the

of items (similar to the one included in the shareholder voting section)

that requires this type of vote, leaving the other matters to

be decided by a majority vote

of directors.

In

any joint venture,
In a

participants.

may

any business, a deadlock

like in

arise

between the

50/50 joint venture, any action requiring shareholder (or partner) or

board of director approval has the potential to lead to a deadlock.
partner, the disagreement

may

If there is a

not, strictly speaking, lead to a deadlock,

managing

because the joint

venture can often continue to operate without taking the disputed action; but a complete

deadlock
parties

is

generally just a matter of time

have

disagreements

to

if

from

consider

they

arise.

The

the

if

the disagreement cannot be resolved.

outset

how

joint venture

to

deal

agreement

with

may remain

subject; in this case, the joint venture will continue to operate if

will face the risk of dissolution

certainty

and control of an

and liquidation.

explicit

See Hooton. supra note 29,

at

1026.

it

is

deadlocks

silent

on

or

this

possible to do so, or

In other cases, the parties

may

prefer the

deadlock resolution mechanism. However, the parties

should not assume that a mechanism

153

such

The

is

necessarily needed in

all

cases: in

some

cases, the

70
activcK engaged
materials

in

development and introduction of products

(SR, CSR's

reached West

Virginia

Even though

sole relationship

through an

CSR knew

that

\sith

West Virginia was

its

product would be sold

The court

West

in

conduct b\ the detendant aimed

5.

Salinas

v.

A

at

the

torum

Sec Id

at

commerce

CMMC,

a

KLR

in turn sold the

697.

'*^5ee903S.W.2d.
Id.

wine press

698.

1995).

*^ 864 F :d 383 (5th Cir 1989).

See

is

consistent with

lheor\

to

find

minimum

French wine equipment product
action against

liability

Ihc wine press was sold by

'*N03 S.W2d 138 (Tex App

^«'

had

the Fifth Circuit decision in

CMMC

to

(KLR), an Amencan independent distributor of machinery used

'""

it

284

Salinas filed a products

recoverv for his injuries

IJ. at

Virginia,

Countrs employee, Ambrocio Salinas, sutTered injuries due to a

Hill

manufacturer."

See

distribution

state

traditional stream of

defective wine press manufactured by

industries.'

products

its

exercised without the need to show additional

The Texas Court of Appeals followed

and applied the

contacts.

'''

rass

CA/A/C*^

In Salinas,

Jnin^,'

its

personal jurisdiction

stated thai

premised on the placement of a product into the stream of commerce

Due Process Clause' and can be

that

American distributors nationwide

no other relationship with West Virginia

the

contained

*

In

system

that

at 140.

to Hill

Country

CMMC

KLR

in the

seeking

Machines,

Inc.

wine and juice

in Texas.'"''

Other than a
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may

Thus, a financial partner

etc.

Depending upon the

venture,

can

this

appoint a

CFO.

a marketing partner, a

technical, commercial,

become

relatively

VP

for

marketmg,

and operational requirements of the joint

complex, with numerous committees, advisory

groups, or "task forces" being created to perform specialized functions.

Article VI. Financial structure;

Record keeping; Audits.

This section should provide for the accounting standards to be used for the
venture and for audits by the company's regular auditors or a statutory auditor,

by

local law.

will

The agreement can

also provide

if

one of the partners,

at its

if

own

be permitted to conduct independent owner's audit. The accounting section

joint

required

expenses,

may

also

cover the requirements of the partners with respect to additional auditing statements, so
that the partners will

be able to incorporate the joint venture's accounts into the parent

companies' accounts.
This

article

would

also provide for the fiscal year of the joint venture

with an indication as to whether the

first

year will be a short year or a long year.

decision between a long or short year depends on local law and tax policy.

losses are expected in the early years,

full

it

company,

is

The

In general, if

best to have a long first year in order to take

advantage of tax loss carry forwards.

The standards
customary

for approving debt financing are often included in this article.

to permit local

management

to enter into debt financing, in the ordinary

of business, up to certain limits, without the approval of the partners.

debt financing

is in

substantial

amount or

is

To

It is

course

the extent the

secured by the assets of the joint venture,

advance approval by the partners may be necessary.
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company's

Article VII. Transfer and Sale of the joint venture

The

some

partners must provide

results in a standstill

on the transfer of shares. This often

restrictions

penod during which no

shares.

transfers are permitted, followed

of greater flexibility during which transfers are possible, subject to nghts of

or

in

first offer.

The

standstill

penod can be defined

terms of achievement of certain objectives.

by a penod
first

refusal

terms of a fixed numbers of years or

in

However, another approach can be

adopted: the partners can permit transfers from the outset, but with the consent of the

other party "not to be unreasonably withheld"

refusal

must be specified, such

as the

(NUW).

Explicit cnteria for reasonable

proposed transferee being a competitor, not having

necessary technical or financial capabilities, or even that the remaining partner believes

in

good

parties

faith that

may

it

will not be able to cooperate with the

agree in advance on a "black

transferees, and/or a "white list" of

Once
practice to

impose a

companies known
(if

there

first-refusal or first-requirement

with a right of NUW-approval).

A

to

be acceptable potential partners.

is

any) has passed,

nght of

pnce

first

offer

to its partner.

means

right of first refusal obliges the

that the transferor

bona fide

who wants

to sell

Failing such purchase, the nght of

transferor can sell to a third party at the proposed

restnctions are useless

if

it

standard

is

on any transfer (sometimes coupled

offer the interest to the other party, before accepting a

A

The

of competitors, or other known, prohibited

list"

the agreed standstill period

proposed transferee.

pnce or

first

better.

proposed transferor

offer

from a

third party.

must propose a purchase
offer

is

purged and the

However, such

transfer

the parent of a participant can achieve a similar result

transferring the shares of the participant.

For

this reason,

it

to

is

common

to

by

have the
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transfer reslnctions

imposed

at

the parent level, or to deal specifically with the parent

transfer issue in drafting the first refusal provision.

Article VIII. Termination.

This provision

is

probably the most important term of the entire document.

forth the procedure for terminating the venture

the venturers free to

The agreement
the parties, or

in

typically provides for termination

if

upon breach of

one of the partners goes into bankruptcy, or
article

may

provide for termination

if

in the joint

termination,

if

agreement by one of

the

there

is

a

change of control

It

can also be appropriate to

certain business objectives or goals are not reached or

governmental action (change

On

and for leaving

also deal with the termination of the joint venture

event of expropriation of the joint venture's assets.

expectations

assets,

sets

go their separate way upon the occurrence of any number of events.

one of the partners. This

in the

and distributing the

It

in

if

some

law or expropriation) materially diminishes the partners'

venture.

it

is

customary

to provide a

mechanism

for

one party

to

buy

the

other's interest, or for both parties to sell their interest to a third party, or for the joint

venture to liquidate and distnbute the proceeds to the partners.

defaulted,

it

is

In

case one party has

possible to give greater rights to the "non-defaulting party" than to the

"defaulting party."

'^^

The "non-defaulting

party" can have an option to purchase the

"defaulting" party's shares at a formula price, perhaps based on the original price of the

shares plus interest.

''''

For instance, a party can become a "defaulting party" by breaching one of the covenants or going into

baniauptcy.
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If

there

is

no "defaulting party." the agreement can provide

submit bids to each other

until

that the parties

one party ends up being the highest bidder.

upon deadlock,

alternative to this bidding procedure. In case of termination

would

There

an

is

a "shotgun

buyout"

may

be stipulated. This method provides that either party can specify a price

which

will

buy the other

it

party must either

specified price.

sell

its

party's shares or sell

shares to the

first

Such a buy-sell provision

is

its

shares to the other party.

one or buy the
very complicated

the assets of the joint venture are not transferable.

A

at

The other

party's shares at the

first

in the

case where

some of

great deal of care must be taken on

drafting this provision, and usually the parties will try to renegotiate the terms rather than

start "shooting."

The termination provisions should

also address the very important issues, such as

the return of confidential matenal (along with a stipulation that the matenal remains

subject to confidentiality), disposition of any licensing or technology rights, disposition

of any outstanding orders or back inventory, payments of outstanding loans, issuance of
appropriate cross-releases, and indemnification obligations

among

the venturers, and the

division of any assets and liabilities of the joint venture.

Article IX. Miscellaneous.

1 )

Representations and warranties.
Representations

agreement.

as

"duly

It is

and warranties for each partner should be included

in

the

generally appropriate for each party to represent and warrant themselves

incorporated

and

validly

existing

under the

law

of

its

jurisdiction

of
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incorporation."'^^

It is

also customary for each party to represent that the agreement will

be "valid, binding and enforceable,"'^^ that

conflict

it

has been "duly authonzed and does not

matenal agreements, or

with the parties' articles of incorporation, bylaws,

applicable orders or decrees."

'^^

2) Confidentiality.

The

parties typically

cover the confidential treatment of the information they

disclose to each other and to the joint venture.

It

is

generally provided that the joint

venture cannot use the confidential information of one of the contributing party to the

detriment of the other party. The agreement can also obligate the joint venture to obtain
individual

agreements from certain employees of the joint

confidentiality

company. Sometimes,

the terms of the joint venture

are confidential

as

venture

well.

The

confidentiality provision should be drafted so as to survive the termination of the joint

venture agreement.

3) Non-competition.

The
them or

partners often want to provide that the joint venture will not compete against

that the joint

venture will limit

its

activities to a specified

temtory.

Non-

competition provisions are usually difficult to negotiate and, even assuming successful

negotiations,

may

be unenforceable.

When

it

is

impossible to negotiate, either because

each partner wants to remain completely free or because
competitions

provisions

participation in the

136

in

the

management

See Hooton, supra note 29.
'"See/J. at 1032.
'^*5ee/Wat 1032.

at

agreement,

the

parties

to reach the intended result.

1027-28.

it

is

will

illegal to include

have

to

rely

on

nontheir

For example, as long as the
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partners have to agree on the annual budget, capital expenditures and business plans of

the venture,

it

unlikely that the joint venture will compete against them

is

in

other

markets.

4) Payments.

The agreement may include provisions

for the

pnonty nghts with

respect to

Typically, a multinational will require that the joint venture pay

foreign currency.

dividends and other distributions to the multinational either

in its

currency or

in

another

freely tradable currency.

5)

Governing law.
In

venture

most cases, the governing law

company

is

will be the

law of the country where the joint

incorporated: "This agreement shall be governed by and construed in

accordance with the substantive laws of the joint venture company home country
applicable to contracts executed and to be performed within the joint venture

home country and
company home

company

without regards to the conflict-of-law rules of the joint venture

country."

^

6) Arbitration Clause.

While many

different rules are available, the

either the rules of the International

rules, or the

most

Chamber of Commerce

American Arbitration Association (AAA). The

efficient,

159

all

(ICC), or the

AAA

involving less delay and expenses; however, the

advantage of being internationally recognized.

by

most commonly specified

members of

the United Nations.

See Mudge. supra note 128,

at 132.

UNCITRAL

rules are

UNCITRAL

rules are perhaps the

ICC

rules have the

rules have been recognized
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Attention should be paid to the procedure used for the selection of the arbitrators.

two

International venturers often provide that each party select a single arbitrator and the

between themselves,

arbitrators,

select a third one.

The

three arbitrators function as a

panel to resolve the dispute.

equally important to determine the

It is

prefer the United States, but a

more acceptable

to the

more

site

of arbitration. The U.S. venturer

neutral site, such as Switzerland or

French venturer.

may

Sweden, may be

The clause defining which disputes

will

subjected to arbitration should be broad, and should stipulate a specific time limit to

settle

a disagreement before proceeding to arbitration. Care should be taken concerning fees.

is

standard

in international arbitration that the loser

The law

that

be

It

pays the costs.

governs the terms of the agreement has to be specified, along with

the procedure and languages that determine arbitration.

7) Miscellaneous other provisions.

Standard contract provisions, such as severability, assignment, waiver, and notice

should also be part of the joint venture agreement.

The

partners can also include

provisions regarding the shanng of expenses for the preparation of the agreements.

The

governing language of the agreement should also be specified.
8) Exhibits.

A

standard practice

is

to include as exhibits to the

incorporation and the bylaws of the joint venture company.

agreement the

It

may

articles of

also be desirable to

include drafts of the "related agreements" as exhibits to the main agreement.

generally good practice to include in the articles of incorporation, rather than

It

is

in the joint
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venture agreement, the terms that would normally be found in the articles (for mstance.
the

3.

list

of the matters requinng the affirmative vote of the parties' representatives).

Related Agreements.'^"

A

joint

agreement

venture

will

always

leave

some room

for

the

related

agreements. These ancillary documents seek to implement, on a more detailed basis, the
transfer of information, technological skills and

products.

They

equipment necessary

protect the transferred information,

to

manufacture the

equipment and technological data

necessary to establish marketing procedures, and they distribute responsibilities to the

parties.

licenses

Accordingly, these agreements usually include technology licenses, trademark
or

assignments,

employment

agreements,

real

estate

purchase

or

lease

agreements, construction contracts, finance documents and operating agreements, such as
suppliers and distribution contracts.
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See Hooton, supra note 29,

at

1033-1034.

Chapter 5
Specific Legal

When

creating an international joint venture, either

States, the partners

deal

Problems

may

in

France or

in the

United

be confronted with a wide range of problems. They will have

to

with very important issues, such as taxation, immigration, labor, employment,

benefits, as well as intellectual property issues.

only the two major issues

However,

in

order to limit the discussion,

in international legal transactions will

be dealt with: foreign

investment regulations and antitrust laws.

A. Foreign Investment Regulations.

A

number of

joint venture

special issues

into consideration

between the United States and France.

country will always be involved.

and

must be taken

role in the process.

""'

"An

It is

The investment laws of

essential to determine the

See Hooton, supra note 29,

at

1034

7Q

a

the host

government requirement

evaluation of the time involved should be

outset, so that a realistic transaction schedule can be prepared."

'^'

when implementing

made

at the
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1.

In

The United

States.

In case of a joint venture

between an American and a French partner, several U.S.

investment rules will be applied.'^'
First, the International

the

Trade Commission (ITC)

impact of imports upon the United

many

investigate

areas

responsible for determining

The ITC has broad

States.'^'"*

authority to

impacting international trade and commercial transaction.

There are five basic trade and import
countervailing

actions,'^''

is

duty

relief actions:

actions,

'^*^

'^^^

escape clause actions, '^*^ antidumping

import

unfair

practices

actions.

""'^

and,

unjustifiable foreign trade practices actions.'^

Second, the Export Administration Act'^'uses foreign trade as a vehicle for

enhancing U.S. foreign policy control, protecting national
depletion

of scarce

domestic natural resources.'

'

The

security'''"

BAA

is

and preventing

enforced by the

Department of commerce through the Office Export Licensing and the Office of Export
Enforcement (OEE). The Act gives very broad enforcement jurisdiction
Failure to

comply with

to the

OEE.

the Act can result in severe penalties, including loss of export

pnvileges. cnminal sanctions and civil fines.

Export regulators use two pnmary tools for controlling export: export licensing

and reexport authonzation.

'^'

See KaRALIS. supra note 43.

at §

It

is

not clear whether the

EAA may

be applied to

6.33 to 6.36.

'^U.S.C.A. § 1330etseq.
'^'

U.S.C.A. S.1332.

"* U.S.C.A.

s.

2252

'^'U.S.C.A. S.1673
""^

U.S.C.A.

s.

(a).

(a).

1303.

'^'U.S.C.A. S.1337.

"^U.S.C.A.
'^'

s.

2420(1991).
''-

Id. at
17?

2411.

The Export Administration Act of 1979.
2404.

Id at 2406.

as

amended ("EAA" or

"the Act"),

50 U.S.C.A. App. ss.2401-
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transactions occurring outside the United States, between non-U. S. citizens, in a

However, export controls

consistent with international law.

manner

are applied to activities

occurring beyond the United States. Foreign governments have responded harshly to

extraterritorial application of

Amencan

export regulations.'

Third, the United States enacted

'^

two antiboycott laws:

the Export Administration

Act of 1979 (EAA)'^' and the Tax Reform Act of 1976.'^^ Under the
or firms are prohibited from taking certain actions with the intent to

or support any unauthonzed boycott.'

The

EAA

EAA.

U.S. persons

comply

with, further.

outlines six types of prohibited

conducts: refusing to do business because of a requirement, request or agreement with the

boycotted country;
or national origin;

discriminating against a
'^"^

US

entity

on the basis of race,

religion, sex

furnishing information about the race, religion, sex or national

origin of an American;'^" furnishing information regarding certain business relationships

of an entity with a boycotted country, a boycotted country's national, or blacklisted

entities;'^'

fraternal

furnishing information regarding a person's affiliation with charitable or

organizations that support a boycotted country;

confirming or otherwise implementing" a

compliance

'^'

is

letter

The most noted example of an American firm being placed
laws

may

May

™ 50 U.S.C.A. App. S.2407 (a)(
'"'W. ats.2407(a)(l)(B).
^^°

Id.

ats.2407(a)(l){C).

'*'/</. at

s.2407(a)(l)(D).

'*^/J. ats.2407(a)(l)(E).
'^-'/f/.

ats.2407(a)(l)(F).

1

)(A).

in a

"

compromising

be the French case of Fruehauf

22, 1965, Cour d'appel de Paris, 1965 D.47.
'" Codified within 50 U.S.C.A. App. ss.240 1-2420 (1991).
"''
Tit. X, pt. VI, Pub. L. No. 94-455. 90 Stat. 1649.

'"50U.S.C.A. App. ss.2401-2420( 1991).

and, "playing, honoring,

of credit containing terms with which

prohibited by the other five prohibitions.

extraterritorial application of export

"

v.

situation

by

Massardy. Judgement of
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The

EAA

antiboycott

may

regulations

applied extratemtonally.

be

prohibit "U.S. persons" from engaging in certam activities that are

commerce of

foreign

The

Internal

m

as

they

the interstate or

the United States.

Revenue Code

(I.R.C.)

provides penalties

for

violation

of the

antiboycott restrictions, which include loss of foreign tax credit, loss of deferral of

taxation

income

of

foreign

affiliates,

and

These I.R.C. provisions are not

corporation.

loss

of

domestic

international

identical to those under the

sales

EAA. Thus,

both standards must be met.
Fourth, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act'^^

(FCPA)

prohibits bnbes, and certain

other payments, by American citizens or businesses to foreign officials, in connection

with obtaining and retaining business within foreign countries.

The

FCPA

contains two

major provisions: accounting controls, which deter foreign bribes, and anti-bribery
provisions making bribes a criminal offense.

Under

companies are faced with a mandatory requirement

the accounting provisions, public

that they investigate

and disclose

transactions involving payoffs of foreign officials, political parties, or candidate for

political

parties.

irregulanties in

The system of accounting must be

amounts and payments. The

domestic business

activities,

FCPA

and are not limited

requirements apply to

(i)

any U.S.

citizen, U.S. resident, U.S.

employee of a U.S. company or any agent

all

foreign and

to foreign business transactions.

anti-bribery provisions apply to both issuers of secunties and

prohibits:

company

thereof, or

and

sufficient to detect errors

all

The

domestic concerns.

or any officer, director or

any shareholder thereof acting on

See I.R.C, ss.908. 999 (b) (1988): I.R.C. ss.952 (a)(3), 995 (b)(1)(F) (1992).
Pub. L. No. 95-213, 91 Stat. 1494 (1977) amended by the foreign Corrupt Practices Act Amendments of
1988, Pub.L.No. 100-418, 102 Stat. 1415 (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C.A. s 78dd-l to 78dd-2 (1988))
and 15 U.S.C.A. ss 78dd, 781 and 78m(b).
'*"
'^^

It
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behalf of the U.S. company;

commerce:

(iii)

"corruptly"

(ii)

from using the mails or any instrumentality of

to

further;

(iv)

an

offer,

authonzation of the payment; (v) of money, or an offer,

payment, promise

gift,

interstate

to

pay or

or promise to give anything

of value; (vi) to any foreign official or foreign political party or candidate for office,
directly or indirectly; (vii) for purposes of influencing

in his official capacity,

including a decision to

foreign government or agency in

company

in

its

fail to

any acts or decision of such person
perform duty, or for influencing a

actions or decisions; (viii) in order to assist the

obtaining and retaining business.

Foreign subsidiaries of domestic concerns, foreign partnerships, or joint ventures,

in

which domestic concerns are a

part,

or foreign corporations in which domestic

concerns are a majority or a minority owner, are not directly covered by the FCPA.

However,

a

foreign

prosecuted under the

subsidiary,

FCPA.

partnership,

as an aider

venture

joint

or

corporation

can

be

and abetter or as a co-conspirator with an issuer

or domestic concern.

A

1998 amendment altered the

about the bnbe required to violate the

test

used

to

determine the level of knowledge

FCPA. The 1977

person knew or had "reason to know" that a payment or
a foreign official.

Under

the

gift

statute only required that the

was

to be given or offered to

1988 amendments, a person must have actual knowledge of

the prohibited conduct, be substantially certain or be aware of a high probability of the

conduct.

More

than a

mere reason

to

know

is

now

required to breach the

FCPA.
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2. In

France.

Two

main

sets

of regulations applicable to joint venturers doing business

in

France must be taken mto account.
First,

investments"

It

in

is

important

These

France.

promulgated on February
reduced the cases

in

14,

to

examine

rules

rules

the

were subject

1996.'^^

to

applicable

to

some changes when

"direct

a

foreign

new law was

This law relaxed the conditions of investment,

which authonzation need

to

and simplified the

be obtained,

procedure for investment clearance. The law related to the control of inward and outward
investment was relatively old, dating from 1966.

was

that

financial relations

freedom being subject

to

The

principle contained in this law

between France and other countries were

some

conditions.

1967, was the subject of a wholesale
the notion of direct investment

The

with this

application of this law, as provided for in

amendment

was defined

free,

as

in 1989.'^^

Under

the system of 1989,

any purchase, creation, extension of

goodwill or of a branch of an existing business or of a business of a personal nature. The
definition also includes any operation, whether concluded in one or

one or more individuals, which permits one or more persons
control of a

business

in

company which cames

more transactions by

to take, increase or

extend

out industnal, commercial, financial or property

any shape or form. The definition of direct foreign investment encompasses

both cases referred to above, where the transactions are carried out by non-residents, by

branches or subsidiaries of foreign companies situated

'^^

in

France, and by the transfer

of February 14, 1996 ("Law of 1996") on overseas financial relations in respect of foreign
France, implemented by the Decree 96-1 17 of February 14, 1996 on overseas financial

Law 96-109

investment

in

relations and a Regulatroy Instrument ("arrete")of February 14, 1996.
'*^

Law 66-1008 of December 29, 1966 ("law of 1966")on overseas financial relations, implemented by the
Decree 67-78 of January 27, 1967, and a Regulatory Instrument of January 27, 1967.
'**
The Decree of 1967 was replaced by the Decree 89-938 of December 29, 1989, and the Regulation of
1967 by a Regulatory Instrument of December 29, 1989.
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between non-residents of shares

in a

company

established in France.

1996 extended the definition of a direct investment

management

foreign investor takes over the

minimum

in the

as to the nature of control

is

considered

or voting rights in the

to

benefit from an option to

to foreign investments, several definitions

A

French company quoted on a stock

be under foreign control

also under foreign control.

may

business.

were introduced.

company

where a

of a French business, under a lease, for a

For the purposes of the new law related

exchange

to include the situation

of six months, and where the lease manager

purchase the goodwill or shares

The Regulation of

are held

In case of

if at least

twenty percent of

shares

by non-residents, or by other French companies

non-quoted companies,

this threshold is raised to

33.33 percent. However, these thresholds are not absolute, and the government
into account the reality of the control

its

may

take

by examining elements other than the actual

shareholding or voting rights held.

There

between

is

also a requirement that the

France

institutions.''^"

movement

of funds by paper transactions

and overseas countries and parties be effected through

Transfers which are covered by this law include the

between France and overseas countries or
residents and non-residents.

It

parties,

financial

movements of funds

fund movements

in

France between

also applies to financial operations earned out overseas,

especially settlements and payments into or out of foreign accounts, set-offs and currency

or interest swaps.

'**'*

This

may be

the case, for instance,

where the company

is

the recipient of substantial financing, including

loans or guarantees or other benefits.

'^

Art. 2

activities

Decree of 1989, applying the Art

1

,

and control of credit establishment.

8

and 99 of the

Law

84-46 of January 24, 1984, on the
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Title

V

of the Decree of 1989, dealing with foreign investment, was repealed.

with the exception of Article 14.

These provisions establish

a

It

was replaced by

new regime

the provisions of the

of administrative declarations to replace the

previous system or prerequisite authorizations and declarations.

France are free from restnctions, subject

in

An

exception

is

made

for investments in certain

sectors are

required to

make any

definition of

exempted

exempted from

All foreign investments

key sectors;''' investments

from the Minister

company under
voting rights

is

is

created as a

for the

the

new, or the extension of existing,

companies, branches or establishments, and the increase of shareholdings

It

these

The Decree of 1996 extended

sectors to include the creation of

thirds of shares or voting rights.

in

the application of the law. they are not even

administrative declaration.

companies under foreign control when

made.

to an administrative declaration being

sectors are subject to prerequisite authorization, obtained

Economy. Some

Decree of 1996.

the investor already holds

also includes subscriptions to

in

more than

new

French

the two-

capital in a

French

foreign control by an investor provided that the percentage of shares or

not thereby increased.

common

As

a consequence, in

entity for the joint venture,

most cases, when

a

company

no administrative declaration

will be

needed.

The second important

rules deals with the issuance of

commercial business cards

('Carte de commercant' in French). Foreigners wishing to open and run a business in

France are required

to possess an official

(commercial identity card).

''"

These key sectors are notably

document, known as the

This requirement

is

'carte

de commercant'

regulated by a Decree of January 28,

the public authority sector, activities

which touch on

health, security or

public order issues and activities involving research into, production or sale of arms, munitions, explosive

powders or other substances with

military uses

87

1998.

"

person

who

If the

to be incorporated,

management or

identity card.

company conducting

a

who

citizens of

who

takes

commitments with

third

Similarly, any person

are

who

acts on behalf

medium

required to obtain

is

of a branch

such

''^"^

a

card.

exempt: citizens of countries within the

already possess a residence permit.'

identity cards

to

countnes with which France has an exemption

obligations with the United States.

commercial

Hmited or partnership form, any

companies

representation

number of non-nationals

European Union,
foreigners

in

business in France, through the

subsidiary or commercial

However,

whether

able to bind the

is

must have a commercial

of a foreign

office,

is

hable jointly and severally for company's debts and any person

is

part in the

parties,

business

'

The

fact is that

Citizens of this country

may

treaty,

and

France has treaty

nevertheless apply for

and conditions are simplified for them.

B. Antitrust and Competition Rules.

1.

In

The United

States.''''

Different valid business reasons can lead to the creation of a joint venture.

instance, joint ventures can permit firms to "conserve resources, increase

power and

efficiency, pool technological

financing and spread financial nsks."'''^

know-how, expand

By doing

For

economic

output, obtain additional

so, joint ventures are likely to run

across antitrust laws which protect free competition. Collusion, market exclusion and loss

of potential competition are the most

common

nsks posed by joint ventures. Antitrust

"" Decree 98-50 of January 28, 1998, published in the Official Journal of January 31, 1998 (reference
below to articles of a decree "D. Art." are to this decree).

'"D.
'"'
'^'

196

Art. l,al.2

Nov 25 1959, U.S.-Fr.
See Karalis, supra note 43. § 6. 1
Karalis. supra note 43. § 6. 1 1.
See Treaty,

1

to 6. 17.

laws seek to curb these potential anti-competitive effects of joint ventures. Joint ventures
are subject to the

same merger,

cartel

and restnctive practice laws as other forms of

enterpnse organization.

United States courts seek to

strike a balance

between permitting desirable

ventures and prohibiting those unreasonably restraining competition.

joint

ventures under a broad rule of reason inquiry, looking

at a

joint

Thus, they analyze

wide range of

factors,

including: the purpose of the venture; the industry structure; the scope and duration of the

agreement; the efficiencies and other pro-competitive justifications for integration; the
effects

on competition

ability of

in the

each participant

to

market; the effects on competition

conduct similar

in

any other markets; the

activities individually;

and the nature of any

restraints collateral to the joint venture.

Private plaintiffs or the government

may

attack a joint venture on

anyone of

the

three following legal grounds.

First, a joint

Act.

whose

venture lay be challenged under the Sections 2 and 7 of the Clayton

Section 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures

effect

is

"substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly."'

For breaches of the Clayton Act, injunctive
United States or pnvate

individuals.''^^

injured "by reason of" antitrust violations.

or assets

that

competition

may have

the

in the future will

potential

relief is available in actions initiated

by the

Treble damages are recoverable by persons

Under
effect

be scrutinized.'^''

the Clayton Act, acquisitions of stock

of creating a

monopoly

In order to detect a

or reducing

problem under the

§18 (1973 & Supp. 1992).
15 U.S.C. §§ 25, 26 (1973 & Supp. 1992).
'^'
See generallv. United States v. Penn-Olin Chem. Co.. 378 U.S. 158. 167-168 (1964); United States v.
Columbia Pictures Corp., 189 F. Supp. 153 (S.D.N. Y. 1960); SCM Corp. v. Xerox Corp., 645 F.2d 1 195
'*"

'*"*

15 U.S.C.

89

Clayton Act, the junsprudence requires a look
"geographic market" for the product.
case, the

Supreme Court indicated

number and power of

In

at

the relevant "product"

reviewing such consideration

the following factors

may need

to

and the relevant
in the

Penn-Olin

be considered:'"'^ the

background of

the competitors in the relevant market; the

their

growth; the power of the joint venturers; the relationship of their line of commerce; the
competition existing between them; the power of each
the other; the setting in

its

commerce

of

dealing with the competitors of

which the joint venture was created; the reason and necessities

existence; the joint venturer's line of

line

in

commerce;

to that of its parent;

the

the relationship of the joint venturer's

adaptability of

line

its

noncompetitive practices; the potential power of the joint venture

in the

of

commerce

had entered

it

to

relevant market;

an appraisal of what the competition in the relevant market would have been

joint venturers

for

if

one of the

alone instead of through the jomt venture; the effect,

m

the

event that one joint venturer had entered the market alone instead of through the joint
venture; and, such other factors as might indicate potential

nsk

to competition

on the

relevant market.

Second,
or assets

1

is

in the

case of a contractual joint venture, where no acquisition of stocks

involved, the partners need only be concerned with the

of the Sherman Act prohibits contracts, combinations, or conspiracies that unreasonably

restrain trade

Sherman Act

"among

the several states or with foreign nations...

prohibits monopolization,

(2dCir. 1981) cerr. denied. A55 U.S. 1016(1982); Dole Valve Co.
Supp. 459.463(N.D. 111. 1970),
^^ See Penn-Olin Chem. Co., 378 U.S. at 177 (1964).
15 U.S.C. §

1

(1973

&

Supp. 1992).

."

Section 2 of the

attempts to monopolize and conspiracies to

monopolize "any part of the trade or commerce among the several

-"'

Sherman Act. Section

v.

states or with foreign

Perfection Bar Equip. Inc., 311 F.

90
nations...

"

"

.

Injunctive relief

pnvate individuals."

Treble damages are recoverable by persons injured "by reason of"

'

Under

antitrust violations."

illegal

per

"redeeming

se,

available in actions brought by the United States and

is

Sherman Act,

the

certain types of agreement are

deemed

because of their "pernicious effects on competition" and lack of any

virtue."'

^

Price

reciprocity arrangements

allocation

fixing,

fall into

the

of markets, boycotts and tying and

per se category.

Other agreements, however,

will

be judged on the "rule of reason," which involves an inquiry into the purposes and
competitive effects of the proposed joint venture.
Third, the legality of a joint venture

Federal Trade

Commission Act which

unfair deceptive acts or practices...

may be

questioned under Section 5 of the

prohibits "unfair

.""°''

method of competition... and

Section 5 applies to an international joint

venture that restrains or eliminates actual or potential competition, but satisfies neither
the "substantial anti-competitive effect" requirement of the

Sherman Act, nor

the "in any

section of the country" requirement under Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

Technology

joint ventures are specifically covered

Research Act of 1984 "^"^(NCRA).

The

NCRA

by

the National Cooperative

covers both applied and basic research,

reaching everything from theoretical analysis to the experimentation and testing of

models and prototypes. According

to the

NCRA,

if

a joint venture

is

limited to research

and development and does not include marketing or production, then the per se rule

-"-

15 U.S.C. §2 (1973

^°'

15 U.S.C. §§ 4,

See

&

Supp. 1992).

^°'See 15 U.S.C. §15 (1973
^"^

^"^
^"^

& Supp. 1992).
& Supp. 1992).

26 (1973

See Northern Pacific Ry. v. United States, 156 U.S.
15 U.S.C. §45 (1973 & Supp. 1992).
15 U.S.C. A.§§4301-4305 (1973 & Supp. 1992).

1,

5 (1958).

will
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not

be

applied.

Besides,

damages

treble

not

are

developments joint ventures, and the "rule of reason"

Another

important

Improvements Act of 1976

regulation

antitrust

(Act):

it

available

against

research

and

will be applied to them.'"^

is

Hart-Scott-Rodino

the

Antitrust

requires large firms to provide advance notice to the

Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) of pending
mergers and acquisitions. Section 801.40 of the Rules and Regulations of the Act (Rules)
extend the Act's coverage to corporate joint ventures."

do not

fall

A

within the scope of Section 801.40.'"^

provide Hart-Scott-Rodino Notice

(1) interstate

if

contributor to a joint venture must

three jurisdictional tests are met:""

commerce: any contributing firms or

any activity affecting the

Unincorporated joint ventures

interstate

the joint venture itself

is

engaged

in

commerce;

(2) size of the transaction: the contributor will

hold

15%

or

more of

the voting secunties

or assets of the joint venture, or an aggregate total amount of the voting securities and
assets of the joint venture in excess of $ 15 million; and,

(3) size of the parties: if the joint venture will

have

total assets

$ 100 million or more,

both the contributor and another joint venturer have sales or assets of $ 10 million or

more, or

if

the joint venture will

have

total

assets of $

10 million or more, one

contnbutor has sales and assets of $100 million or more and
contnbutor has sales and assets

&

in

^"*

See 15 U.S.C. §4301

^°'

See 16 C.F.R. §801.1 et seq. (1992).
See 43 Fed. Req. 33, 450, 33, 486 (1978).

^"*

^"5^eU.S.C.A.§ 18(a)

et seq.

(1992).

(1973

excess of $ 10 million.

Supp. 1992).

at

least

one other
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"Assets of the joint venture

"

include the value of assets to be transferred

on behalf of the joint venture."'"

credit secured

venture from notice requirements.

to.

The Rules exempt some types of

or

joint

For instance, the firms acquiring the voting secunties

of a non-profit joint venture, as defined under the Internal Revenue Code."''' or the joint
venture

need not comply when

itself

any contnbutor

the

is

required

to

provide

notification.''^

There

is

also a limited antitrust exemption for the formation and operation of an

association of competing entities

contained

in

the

Webb-Pomerene

solely in collective export trade:

The exemption

Act."'"^

competitive effects

few export

exports by

The Act has had

entities

have invoked

little

its

protection, and the share of United States

Webb-Pomerene Associations has been minor.

'^

involved

The

ETCA

export

in

antitrust

"to

promote and encourage export

provides a procedure through which any U.S. citizen or entity

trade

activities

can

apply for a limited antitrust immunity (a

"certificate or review") for those activities."'

If

the certificate

is

obtained, traditional

laws are replaced by a senes of competitive standards outlined

-'-56'6'C.F.R.
-'
'-^'

limited to the export of

significance in the United States export

The Export Trading Act of 1982 (ETC A) seeks

-'^

is

United States or that restrains export trade of the association's

in the

domestic competitors.'^

trade."""

is

it

wares, or merchandise,"'"^ and does not extend to conduct that has anti-

"goods,

trade;

who engage

§801.40(0(1992).

5eeC.F.R. §802.40(1992).
See 16C.F.R. §802.41 (1992).
15 U.S.C.A. §§ 61-66 (1973 & Supp.1991).

15 U.S.C.A. § 61 (1973 & Supp. 1991).
^" See id. at § 65.
-'^
15 U.S.C.A. 401 1 (Pub. L. No. 97-290).
'^''
See 15 U.S.C.A. 4012,4013.
-'^

^^°5ee 15 U.S.C.A. 4016(a).

in the

ETCA.^^°
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Pnvate

can sue under the Act's competitive standards,'"' but they must

plaintiffs

overcome

a presumption that conduct within the certificate

comphes with

first

standards, and

they can recover only actual damages.

The
examined.
acts

extraterri tonal

First, the

remain unclear.

application

of the

law

described

above also has

to

be

exact junsdictional parameters of the U.S. antitrust laws over foreign

In

Amencan Banana

Co.

v.

United Fruit Co. ,"' the Supreme Court

held that acts done outside the U.S. are beyond the reach of U.S. antitrust laws.""

However,

later

junsprudence has held

may

States, there

that,

when

be subject-matter jurisdiction.

there

In

is

an impact within the United

United States

v.

Aluminum Co.

of

America""^ (Alcoa), Judge Learned Hand ruled that United States antitrust laws apply to
purely extraterritorial acts that (1) were intended to have an effect on the United States

and

have an effect within the United States. Judge Hand's

(2) did in fact

referred to as the effect

if

test.

After Alcoa, subject matter jurisdiction

test is

commonly

was generally found

foreign conduct has a direct, substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on U.S.

commerce.

The

effect test has led to considerable conflicts with foreign nations.

courts tned to respond by

interest.

In

tempenng

Timberland Lumber Co.

"jurisdictional rule of reason" in

Alcoa

test."^

In

the

v.

Alcoa

test

by consideration of foreign countries'

Bank of America .""^

which the

See

id.

40l6{h){3).

-^-

See

id.

interest of foreign nations

40[6{h){[).

"' American Banana Co. v. United Fruit Co.. 213 U.S. 347 (1909).
-" See id. at 359.
"^ 148F.2d416(2dCir.l945).

"^549F.2d597(9"'Cir.l976).
See

id. at

6\4.

the Ninth Circuit adopted a

supplement the

response to some cntics, the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvement Act

--'

^^^

Several U.S.
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of 1982 (FTAIA) was enacted to reduce the legal uncertainty regarding the application of

US

antitrust

laws to export and foreign

The Act

trade.""'''

essentially codifies the

protection of U.S. consumers and export trade, as the purpose of United States antitrust

laws.

The FTAIA amends

the

Sherman Act

in

order to limit jurisdiction

m

cases

involving export trade or transactions between foreign firms to conduct that has a direct,
substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect either on domestic or import trade or on the

U.S. export trade of a third party.""
jurisdiction, that the effect on U.S.

seek to prohibit.

The FTAIA

also requires, as a precondition to

commerce be of

Cases decided under the

FTAIA

a type that the U.S. antitrust laws

indicate that the Act has restricted

jurisdiction for acts outside the U.S.

Foreign government objections to U.S. extraterritorial jurisdiction have ranged

form

diplomatic

protests

to

discouraging U.S. jurisdiction.

foreign

legislative

actions

aimed

at

Several countries, including France,"

frustrating

or

have enacted

blocking statutes, which thwart discovery and enforcement of judgments.

2. In

France.

The

creation of a joint venture in France

may

fall

under the application of French

competition law, as well as European law.

"**

15 U.S.C.A.

--''

15 U.S.C.A. 6a(l) (1991).

230

Law

6a(1992).

relating to the

Documents

Communication of Economic, Commercial,

Industrial, Financial or Technical

or Information to Foreign Natural or Legal Persons, 1980 J.O. 1799, 1980 B.L.D. 285 (Fr.).
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The major
under

articles

directed

at

anti

provisions of European Union competition law are found

trust

85 and 86 (renumbered 81 and 82) of the Treaty of Rome."''

abuse of monopoly power;

it

and the
states.

effect of the

when

at least

arrangement

Examples of abuse under

one participant has

a

to substantially lessen

is

Article 82 include: (1)

is

by one or more undertakmgs

prohibits any abuse

of a dominant position within the EU, or a substantial part of it.""

contravenes Article 82.

Anicle 82

A

jomt venture

dominant position

in the

competition between

EU,

member

imposing unfair prices or unfair

trading conditions; (2) limiting production markets or technical developments to the

prejudice of consumers; (3) discriminating between similar trading parties in eaquivalent

and

transactions;

(4) conditioning the conclusion

parties having nothing to

Joint ventures

do with the

of contracts on approvals by third

transaction.""'''

must also comply with the

restrictions of Article 81.

prohibits decisions and concerted practices in addition to agreements

Article 81(1)

formed with the

intent or having the effect of prevention, distortion or restriction of competition within

the

EU

prices;

between member

These

and

that affect trade

(2)

limiting markets, production or research; (3) dividing markets or supply

states.

activities include: (1) fixing

sources; (4) discriminating between similar trading parties; and (5) conditioning the

conclusion of contracts on approval by certain third parties.

promotes or
void

-'

"^
^^^

facilitates the prohibited

in respect

of

its

TreatyofRome, Mar.
Id. at Art. 82.

Id. at Art. 82.

""W.

at Art. 81(1).

"^/f/. at Art. 81(2).

conduct

offensive provisions.

25, 1957, Art. 81

&

82,

listed

"^'^'^

Any agreement

under Article 81(1)

"^^

298 U.N.T.S. 11,47.

is

that

automatically
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Article 81

betweem member
withm

trade

the

governs only agreements
This

states.

EU.

test is

Agreements

European countries are not subject

met
that

if

have an appreciable effect on trade

that

a joint venture alters the normal structure of

affect only

to Article 81.

one member-state or other non-

Similarly, Article 81 does not apply to

agreements having a negligeable effect on trade between member-states.

There are some ways

Rome.

First, the partners

to

may

avoid fines or contract nullification under the Treaty of
petition the

Commission

to issue a "negative clearance,"

certifying that the proposed arrangement does not violate either Article 81(1) or Article
82.'"'^

Second, the participants may

Third, the

Commission has

file

for an individual

exemption under Article 81(1).

also established block exemptions under Article 81(3).

French competition policy

is

regulated by the Ordinance of

December

1.

1986.''^

Considerations related to concentrations, or to prohibited agreements and/or abusive use
of a dominant market position,

many

may

be involved. The creation of a joint venture may,

cases, be analysed as a concentration.

of the

The provisions of

ensuing Decree provide numerous guidelines:

describes concentrations

transfering

as:

"Any

act,

whatsoever,

ownership or usufructury rights

to

in

all

in

the Ordinance of 1986 and

Article

39 of the Ordinance

any form, which as the effect of
or part

of the

assets,

nghts or

obligations of an undertaking or group of undertaking to exercise, either directly or

indirectly, a decisive influence on

the first question to be raised

is

one or several other undertakings." As a consequence,

whether a joint venture, which

may

potentially constitute

38."^^
a concentration, falls under the scope of the Ordinance as defined under Article

Regulation (EEC) No. 17/62 of the Council. 50.8 Comm. Eur. (No. 1) 204 (1962).
"^Ord. No. 86-1243 of Dec. 1. 1986 J. O. 14773; implemented by the Decree No. 86-1309 of Dec. 29, 1986
~^^

J.O. 15775.

"* Article 38

sets

two

different criteria in order to determine

if

the provisions of the Ordinance

do apply:

97

venture

If the joint

under the scope of the Ordinance, the next question

falls

whether the Minister of the Economy should be notified of the joint venture.
French law, there
notify

is

no obligation

must be made through

to notify the

competition authorities.

is

Under

The decision

to

strategical analysis of the information at hand, such as

market shares, turnover, volume of activity and the background of the undertakings
involved.

The main

within a

that, failing a reply

six

months

if

interest in notifying the Minister of

maximum penod

Economy

about the agreement

of two months (which can be extended to

from the date of

the Minister refers the case to the Competition council)

notification, the concentration

deemed approved.

is

is

Notification of the draft agreement,

followed by possible approval by the Ministry will naturally provide more security

to the

proceed with the development of their new structure.

If the

them

parties, permitting

to

parties decide not to submit notification

and the authorities subsequently decide

joint venture does fall within the scope of the Article 38, penalties

penalties can

year.

amount

up

to

In addidion, the

to

5%

may

that the

be incurred. Such

of the gross turnover in France during the last financial

agreement between the parties

may

declared void, in whole or in

part.

However,

it

must be mentioned

concentraion legislation

concerned.

is

that

such security will only apply as far as

The same agreement may give nse

to other

discussions regarding prohibited agreement or dominant market position.

A

joint venture

may

("entente" in French), or

(1) the undertakings

involved

also constitute a prohibited agreement

may

lead to a dominant market position and therefore to

in the joint

venture must have together

or other transactions on the national consumer,
substantial part thereof;

between undertakings

commodity

made over

25^7^

of the sales, purchase,

or equivalent services market, or

on

a

98

possible abusive use of such position.

Article 7 of the Ordinance of 1986 prohibits

agreements between two or more undertakings affecting or having a possible effect on
competition.

Joint venture contracts

for determining

fall

common commercial

under Article 7

if

they constitute an instrument

or industrial strategies, exchanging information or

restncting the entry of potential competitors into the market.

Article 8 of the Ordinance prohibits abusive use of a

and/or abusive use of a state of economic dependency.

market position often consists of imposing

artificially

dominant market position

Abusive use of a dominant

high selling pnces, practicing sales

refusals or applying discriminatory sales conditions either towards

consumers or towards

economically dependent co-contractors.

Agreements or decisions prohibited pursuant
they

fit

within the scope of Article

economique"

(2) or

(overall assessment

to these provisions are

10 of the Ordinance, which leads to a "bilan

from an economiscpoint of view) of these agrements.""'

achieved an aggregate turnover (before taxes) which amounts

that at least

two of the undertakings which

FF 2.000,000.000.
-^''
The analysis made
the Treaty of Rome.

void unless

to

FF 7,000,000,000 on the condition
made a turnover of at least

are parties to the joint venture have

for the application of the Article 10

is

very similar to the one under Article 81(3) of

Chapter 6
Conclusion

Observation of the business world leads to one basic conclusion: the importance
of joint ventures, especially international joint ventures,

is

rapidly increasing. Often large

projects can only be undertaken by the

combined forces of two or more companies.

Additionally, in international relations,

has

foreign country

is

possible only by

it

become very apparent

means of the

that

investment

participation of a local group.

In order to be successful, a joint venture

between two industrialized countries,

such as France and the United States, will have to overcome several obstacles.

The

agreements have to be carefully drafted.

in a

critical

point

is

the

First, the

interrelationship

between the proposed ownership structure of the joint venture and the proposed
contractual structure of the various agreements.

The draftsman

will

have

to help the

partners fully develop their business and to prepare agreements which are clear and

effective to

implement the agreed business

deal.

One

of the most important points

is

the

form of the joint venture.
Another challenge
United States.

is

to

cope with the laws of both countries, France and the

Taxation, antitrust, and foreign investment laws must be carefully

scrutinized in every situation.

However, the success or

failure of a joint venture will

depend more on the manner

which the

work together and

legal

work invoved

in

joint venturers

in the preparation of the

99

agreements.

The

less

on the

"best" agreement,

from a

100
legal perspective, will not save a joint venture in

which the

parties distrust each other

simply cannot work together.
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